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Foreword
Building a Cohesive Kenyan Society is a report that explains the story of the National
Cohesion and Integration Commission (NCIC) in its quest to promote cohesion and
integration in Kenya. The report offers insights from perspectives that reveal the intricate
nature of the work of the Commission. It brings to the fore the internal and generally
behind the scenes inputs and activities that have helped the Commission to navigate the
hilly and meandering journey in its effort to fulfill its vision of having a cohesive Kenyan
society.
The report’s inception arose from the need to provide concise information that would
help Kenyans to understand and hopefully appreciate the true nature of the work of the
Commission, with the view that such understanding would result in bigger appreciation
and support of its course.
Presently, some people have not understood fully the work of the Commission. It is out of
this limited understanding that a section of Kenyans have perceived the NCIC as a “hate
speech commission” whose mandate begins and ends with the pursuit of hate speech
mongers, and bringing to book particularly those in high places, such as politicians. On
the contrary, the Commission does a lot more, much of it in the background behind the
views of the cameras and the glare of the general public.
It is the hope of the Commission that with the publication of this report, the totality of
the Commission’s mandate will be more pronounced and widely comprehended. The
report apprises on the achievements as well as the challenges encountered by the NCIC
in the past four years of solid work, and therefore the lessons learnt. The intention is to
make use of the experiences learned to inform on the Commission’s next plan of action.
The production of this report has been made possible through passionate contributions
and knowledge-sharing by commissioners, staff, and partners. Their participation in the
production work, together with the assigned consultants, has helped to shape the report
into a piece of information that will take its place in many libraries as a valued resource.
Please read it.

Hassan Mohamed, OGW
Commission Secretary and CEO
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Statement from the Chairman
The last four years has seen tremendous gains as well as tremendous opportunities of
building a cohesive and integrated country. This journey has not been without challenges.
However, it is important to note that these challenges have offered critical lessons on
how to move the country forward on the path of long lasting peace and stability.
As the Commission takes stock of the progress it has made since it was established
in 2008, one of the major concerns is how to make peace a culture, not only during
elections but at all times. While as a Commission we appreciate that achieving a culture
of peace is still a challenge, we know from our experiences in the last four years that it
can be done. The feat accomplished in delivering a peaceful 2013 General Election is
a clear example that Kenyans can transcend the culture of violence and build a more
cohesive and integrated country.
As a Commission, we are proud of our contribution towards building a more cohesive
society. First, we have made significant contribution in making Kenyans more aware
of diversity and its importance, thanks to the various diversity conversation forums
facilitated by the Commission. In addition, the Commission conducted an ethnic audit
on the civil service and of public universities. The ethnic audit awakened the nations’
consciousness on the challenge of exclusion within the public service and hence created
a heightened awareness on the need to ensure inclusion of all communities in distribution
of opportunities and national resources. For the Commission, this consciousness is a
major foundation for the work ahead. It ties well with the other achievement of the NCIC;
that of creating a national awareness of what constitutes hate speech and creating
vigilance among ordinary Kenyans.
The successful argument for the elimination of the education quota system, which has
generally slowed down interactions between students from diverse communities, is
another important breakthrough for the Commission. As a Commission, we believe that
this is a major foundation for building an integrated and cohesive country. Devolution,
on the other hand, must be managed well so that we do end up splitting Kenya into 47
exclusive ethnic chiefdoms. There are still critical questions that we need to answer on
the issue of inclusion within the devolved governments’ in-order to create equitable, just
and cohesive county units. Defining the question of identity, whether at the county or
the national level is therefore critical in this regard.
vii

Our new constitution presents us with a great opportunity of creating a country firmly
anchored on peace, stability and fairness in distribution of national resources. Bridging
the gap of development and addressing historical skewed development trajectories is
therefore part of the larger national effort to ensure cohesion and a sense of national
belonging by all regions in the country.
We know that the challenges of building a cohesive nation are enormous, but from the
experiences of the last four years as explained in-depth in this report, we know that this
is a task that can be achieved, especially if we Kenyans continued to stand together as
one; as a people with shared destiny and history.

DR. MZALENDO KIBUNJIA, EBS.
Commission Chairman
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Executive Summary
Before the establishment of NCIC four years ago, there were no clear policy and a legal
framework to deal firmly with issues of cohesion and integration. The formation of NCIC
was the first transformative national attempt to address, in a systematic and focused
manner, diverse issues on national cohesion and integration. Since the Commission
was charting a completely new ground, the challenges were enormous. The four year
journey was wrought with scepticisms and sometimes outright opposition. Nevertheless,
the Commission has done a remarkable job in helping Kenyans embark on a journey of
building a cohesive and integrated country.
It is apparent that the commissioners chose to speak less and act more. With limited
resources, NCIC mapped out action plans and at the same time met with key stakeholders
who helped them understand better their role as envisaged by the National Cohesion
and Integration (NCI) Act, 2008. The commissioners casted their net wide, cultivating
goodwill from the general populace and partners who have since played an instrumental
role in the institutionalisation of the nascent body and funding of various programmes
being undertaken by the Commission.
By appreciating fully the dynamism of issues at play both at the county and national
level, the Commission built a flexible and concrete response system that adequately
dealt with the many challenges as it strived to have cohesive and integrated society.
In addition, the Commission embraced innovation and creativity by entering into an
understanding with other public commissions to share resources, especially on the issue
of complaints and reports from members of the public. This arrangement enabled the
Commission receive a steady flow of information even from far flung areas where its
presence was non-existent.
In its bid to increase knowledge and transformational practices on national reconciliation,
cohesion and integration, the Commission encountered a number of hurdles. These
included crystallising on its mandate, lack of an effective policy and legal framework
and an absence of elaborate data bank of key stakeholders, among others. In this
regard, the Commission went ahead to identify key actors and sectors that could enable
NCIC to effectively respond to threats to peaceful co-existence.
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The Commission provided capacity building initiatives that involved the training to
NCIC staff, police investigators, and prosecutors from Department of Public Prosecution,
Administrative personnel, political aspirants, journalists, media and community elders
on the NCI Act. The main purpose of these capacity building initiatives was to raise
awareness on the dangers of hate speech and inflammatory language, potential
consequences and all existing legal and administrative frameworks applicable. The
Commission also enlisted the support of the civil society, local communities and various
arms of the government to undertake training through targeted thematic activities. Key
actions included engagement with the media, capacity building for women and youth
through reconciliation training, engaging with the education sector, integrating cohesion
in schools curriculum and sponsorship of thematic events and festivals.
Having realised that discrimination, which takes place along ethnic, racial, religious and
social origin as one of the biggest threats to national unity and peace, the Commission
adopted various strategies to effectively raise awareness in respect to unity in diversity
within the different section of the society. As the first step towards tackling skewed ethnic
representation in the public service sector, the Commission conducted an ethnic audit,
which exposed biased dominance of Kenya’s seven largest communities. This provoked
heated public debates on ethnic composition of the civil service, prompting discussions
both in the Legislature and the Executive on how to tackle the problem. The fact that
these issues were finally in the public domain gave Kenyans a chance to re-examine and
re-address such discrepancies.
The NCIC strongly believes that a shared future will bind local communities together
irrespective of their historical backgrounds. To this end, the Commission set out
programmes to help actualise this dream. The Commission lobbied for fair and inclusive
electoral processes at both county and national levels, sensitizing communities on
national values. It also engaged multiple stakeholders to participate in the monitoring,
oversight and implementation of policies, programs, projects and services that spelt out
national cohesion and integration. So far, the strategy worked very well. Consciousness
on the need for equitable access to public resources has been achieved irrespective of
social, ethnic, racial and religious origin; in the process promoting a sense of national
pride and cohesion.
From inception, the Commission had identified research as a useful tool to help address
issues of perception and feeling of non inclusion. Besides offering useful basis for policy
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direction that foster peace and unity, research has also provided opportunity for empirical
evidence based interventions. To this effect, the Commission has developed a data base
on the trends, extent and status of conflicts that are primarily driven by ethnicity, race or
religion in the country. The objective here is to enhance the knowledge base to counter
threats to peace and stability. With a lot of pride, the Commission can now attest how
it has used the data collected to mitigate against conflicts among communities known
to fight over limited resources and political power sharing. The same data has helped
pin point the symptoms of violent conflict, hence laying a foundation for tolerance and
peaceful co-existence.
The NCIC has focused on removing administrative and legal impediments, by analyzing
laws and policies, to ensure full realization of rights by all Kenyans. The Commission has
also developed an integrated broad-based and multi-ethnic dispute resolution platform
by supporting the creation of alternative dispute resolution committees that are able to
mitigate against occurrence of conflicts and are also able to address conflicts at local
level when they occur.
Kenyans still face many challenges in the drive to build a more equitable and cohesive
society. However, the joy is that Kenyans are much more informed now on broader
issues of cohesion and integration and they have also embraced the need for change in
order to build a more united and peaceful country.
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CHAPTER ONE:

The Making of the Commission
The National Cohesion and Integration Commission’s journey started in 2008 when
it was established as one of the Agenda Four Commissions created by the National
Peace Accord after the 2007/2008 post-election violence. The Commission was borne
out of the realisation that long-lasting peace, sustainable development and harmonious
coexistence among Kenyans required deliberate normative, institutional and attitudinal
processes of constructing nationhood, national cohesion and integration.
The Commission draws its existence from the Kenya National Dialogue and Reconciliation
Agreement signed in Nairobi on February 1, 2008. The Agreement formed the basis of
the National Peace Accord that then President Mwai Kibaki and his political rival Raila
Odinga signed on February 28, 2008. The national dialogue had sought to provide
a peaceful solution to the political impasse and violence that had engulfed the country
following the December 2007 General Elections. It had four main agendas:

•
•
•
•

Agenda No. 1 - Immediate action to stop violence and restore fundamental
rights and liberties.
Agenda No. 2 - Immediate measures to address the humanitarian crisis, promote
reconciliation, healing and restoration.
Agenda No. 3 - How to overcome the current political crisis.
Agenda No. 4 - Long term measures and solutions (such as constitutional,
institutional and legal reforms; land reform; poverty and inequity; unemployment,
particularly among the youth; consolidating national cohesion and unity; and
transparency, accountability and addressing impunity).
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The Agenda recognised that long-term issues with regard to poverty, inequitable
distribution of resources, perceptions of historical injustices, and exclusion of segments
of the Kenyan society from developmental benefits were among the underlying causes
of social tensions, instability and the cycle of violence recurrent in electoral processes in
the country. Therefore it was under Agenda No. 4 that the NCIC was formed.

President Kibaki and Raila Odinga shaking hands after signing the
National Accord on February 28, 2008.

The NCIC is a statutory body established under the National Cohesion and Integration
Act No.12 of 2008 (NCI Act). The first nine commissioners were Dr. Mzalendo Kibunjia
as the chairperson, the late Mary Onyango as vice chairperson, Dr. Ahmed Yassin,
Fatuma Mohamed, Alice Nderitu, Milly Lwanga Odongo, Halakhe Waqo, Jane Kiano,
and Lawrence Bomett as commissioners. They formally took office in September 2009.
Hassan Shiekh Mohamed joined the Commission shortly later as the Secretary.
The commissioners had the herculean task of making the Commission operational
in order to pursue its mandate of facilitating and promoting harmony, equity, good
relations and peaceful coexistence between persons of different ethnic, social and racial
backgrounds in Kenya. The Commission was a first of the kind; hence the commissioners
had no point of reference for best practice. They had to rely on their diverse experiences
2

to build an institution that would help the country to effectively exorcise the ghost of the
2007/2008 post-election violence and those of other cyclic conflicts and injustices that
had bedevilled the country.
The urgency of the Commission’s tasks meant that the founding commissioners had no
time to settle down, but to hit the ground running. The 2010 constitutional referendum
was lurking in the corner. It stood out as the Commissions’ first real test of resilience and
character.
Until mid-2009, the NCIC existed only by name. It had no staff and no functional office.
It was yet to put together a strategic plan. There was nothing to base its programmes
on or to benchmark its work against, apart from the NCI Act under which it had been
established. Dealing with issues of cohesion and integration at a policy and national
level was a completely new phenomenon. There was no institutional memory to refer
to. In spite of this, the Commission was still determined to forge ahead and fulfil its
mandate.
As the commissioners awaited the recruitment and deployment of staff, they had to
draw up plans of action, meet various stakeholders to fully understand the issues at
stake and later prepare a strategic plan. Induction courses from the then parent ministry
– the Ministry of Justice, National Cohesion and Constitutional Affairs – helped them to
interpret their role as envisaged by the NCI Act.
The commissioners went ahead to cast the net wide while looking for resources. They
forged partnerships and created goodwill. That is how United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP), Gesellschaftfur Internationale Zusammerbeit (GIZ), Department for
International Development (DFID) and the Norwegian and Swedish embassies came to
play an instrumental role in contributing resources to initiate Commission’s programmes.
Their support complimented the funding by the government.
One of the greatest assets the Commission acquired from the onset was the individual
and collective passion and commitment among the commissioners and the staff in
dealing with cohesion and integration issues. The NCIC envisaged for “a peaceful,
united, harmonious and integrated Kenyan society”. The mission for the Commission
was to facilitate and promote a nation whose values of non-discrimination and peaceful
co-existent and integration were indeed practised. The passion and teamwork of the
Commission has been critical in winning over support from external donors as well as
from members of the public. The development partners saw potential in the Commission
and appreciated the unique position that it occupied in trying to change the country’s
tragic script, characterised by a vicious cycle of violence every election period.
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The Commission recognised the dynamism of the issues at play and set off from the onset
to build a flexible, yet concrete response system, besides continuously improving its
technical capacity through training and strategic partnerships. The capacity building and
institutional support programmes have intensified in the last three years, with recruitment
and training of staff, acquisition of the necessary office equipment and technologies,
and the setting up of a conducive office space taking precedence.
The first major recruitment of staff was carried out in April 2011, when the Commission
recruited 31 permanent staff members. Currently, the Commission has about 70 members
of staff, including interns and government employees seconded from other departments.
The Commission’s undertaking to support continuous professional education of its
staff has helped it to have in its human resource pool, a team of individuals with high
diplomacy, technical and management skills to deal with the shifting challenges in
cohesion and integration.
In its quest to meet the huge public expectations, the Commission embraced innovation
and creativity. To this end, it entered into an understanding with other public commissions
and institutions to share resources, especially on the issue of receiving complaints and
reports from members of the public. This arrangement has enabled the Commission to
receive a steady flow of complaints even in areas where it does not have offices.

The Commissions’ Accomplishments
Since it became operational, the Commission has achieved great progress by prioritising
activities around potential triggers and threats to national harmony. Internally, it
has established clear structures for implementing and coordinating solidly defined
programmes.
Through a passionate advancement of its role since inception, the Commission has
gained a reputation for taking a strong stand against individuals and institutions whose
actions compromise community and national peace and cohesion.
The public is generally aware of its existence and overall mandate. There are now more
open discussions about ethnicity and diversity among Kenyans in general as well as in
organisations. There is enhanced eagerness to make things right. The question of equal
opportunity and equitable distribution of resources by the government is appreciated
with higher value.
Today, the Commission has become a repository of knowledge on peace building,
cohesion and integration, where higher education students of conflict resolution, for
example, come to for information.
4

A section of NCIC Commissioners during the flag off for Commissions’ Peaceful Elections Road
shows before March 4th 2013 General Elections.

The Milestones at a Glance
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Establishment and institutionalisation of the Commission.
Recruitment of specialised and competent staff.
Establishment of clear departments with properly defined programmatic and
administrative mandates.
Capacity building for staff in the areas of diplomacy, management, conflict
resolution and transitional justice.
Creation of public awareness.
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CHAPTER TWO

Enhancing Knowledge on National Reconciliation,
Cohesion and Integration
One of the important activities that the NCIC undertook in its early days was to fully
understand the dynamics of the Kenyan society. This involved dissecting issues around
conflict, cohesion and integration, and identifying key players. The task included
mapping out various stakeholders, both individual and institutional.
The Commission thereafter embarked on enhancing capacity of the identified actors
to upscale their awareness on national reconciliation, cohesion and integration, so
that they may be able to effectively respond to threats to peaceful co-existence. The
desired outcome was to enhance application of the key tenets of ethnicity, race, religion
and social origin to achieve reconciliation, cohesion and integration. In this regard,
the Commission enlisted the support of the civil society, existing Commissions, local
communities and various arms of the government to undertake training through targeted
thematic activities.

Key Activities and Outputs:
1.

Capacity building for women and youth through reconciliation
training
Traditionally, women have borne the brunt of violence, while the youth have
been key perpetrators as well as victims for the same. In many communities,
women have been excluded in conflict resolution and peace building, an area
that was seen as exclusively for men. The Commission therefore began charting
a new ground by involving women and youth in peace building in its efforts
to foster national peace, cohesion and reconciliation. The group, seen as a
6

powerful agent of peace and reconciliation was slotted for intensive trainings on
peace building and conflict resolution. In collaboration with the then Ministries
of Gender and Youth, UN Women and local peace building committees, over
300 women and youths were trained between 2011 and 2012. The trainings
identified forms of violence and discrimination targeting women in particular,
and how the same could be prevented from recurring. They provided forums to
engage and find workable solutions to perennial violence in in areas considered
epicentres of violence.
Triggers of conflicts were identified and ideas of how best to build inter-ethnic
and inter-clan partnerships and unity were explored. After the meetings, the
trained women and youth appreciated peace and reconciliation in a much
deeper way. They became useful agents of peace and indeed helped to spread
messages that promoted restraint and inclusiveness in appreciation of divergent
political views in the period preceding the 2013 General Election. The peace
experienced in 2013 General Election can partly be attributed to these trainings
and other efforts by NCIC and other actors.
2.

Making the Education Sector Responsive to National Cohesion
The education sector is known to strongly shape how society perceives itself.
The formative stages of nationhood and nationalism are also forged at a very
early age and more so in learning institutions. The NCIC therefore identified
the education sector as a key partner in its effort to foster peace, cohesion
and integration. The Commission has continuously engaged the Ministry of
Education, teachers’ associations, teachers, and curriculum developers to
realign the education system with a view to inculcating the values of peace and
cohesion in young minds.
The Commission has emphasized the importance of education in the achievement
of long term cohesion and integration among Kenyan communities. To achieve
this goal, the Commission engaged the Ministry of Education in a number of
activities aimed at mainstreaming national cohesion and integration within the
education sector.
i.
The Education Curriculum
The NCIC in conjunction with the Kenya Institute of Curriculum Development
(KICD) undertook the capacity building of 150 curriculum developers and
experts on available opportunities for infusing cohesion, integration and peace
building in the primary and secondary school educational curriculum. The
prevailing curriculum was assessed and the need to promote cohesion and
7

integration in school syllabus examined. Curriculum developers developed a
framework for the inclusion of the tenets of cohesion and integration in school
curriculums.
After the review, the Commission presented recommendations to the Task Force on the
Re-Alignment of the Education Sector to the Constitution. Among the recommendations
was the need to incorporate lessons on Kenyan history at all levels of the education
system to promote shared identity and values. Issues pertaining to national cohesion
and integration are now being mainstreamed within the different subjects taught in
schools.

A group of curriculum developers who were trained by NCIC and KICD.

ii.

The Quota system
The Commission has consistently engaged with the Ministry of Education on the
need to remove the quota system of admission into Form one. This is meant to
give young people a chance to join schools outside their ethnic communities,
if they choose to, and interact widely. This would enhance the appreciation of
ethnic diversity from early years and reduce negative perception of other ethnic
groups based on ignorance.
The Ministry of Education, Science and Technology has since expanded the number of
national schools which admit students from across the country and also increased the
number of students admitted into county schools from other counties.

iii. Input in the Education Policy
The Commission was given the opportunity to contribute to the education bill
and sessional paper, 2012 when the education sector was being realigned to
8

the Constitution 2010.
Issues of cohesion and integration were featured strongly in the two policy documents.
iv. Engagement with Educational Administrators on cohesion and
integration matters
The Commission has continued to engage with the Educational Administrators
to explore their contribution in promoting national cohesion and integration. For
instance, the Commission participated in the Nairobi Secondary Schools Heads
Association meeting of 2011 and the 7th Annual Delegates Conference of the
Kenya Primary Schools Head Teachers Association. Another event was the 36th
National Conference of the Kenya Secondary Schools Association in 2011,
which sought to promote the themes of cohesion and integration in secondary
schools.
This forum saw the adoption of “The Kenya Secondary Schools Head Association 2011
National Conference Resolutions”, which made a commitment to support the National
Cohesion and Integration Commission programmes through the establishment of
Amani (peace ) clubs in schools.
v.

Establishment of Amani Clubs
In partnership with the Ministry of Education, the Commission has been
facilitating the establishment of Amani Clubs in both primary and secondary
schools as well as in tertiary institutions.
Benefits to the Amani Clubs are that young people are nurtured to see ethnic diversity as
a positive phenomenon that is not meant to divide us by engaging in open and candid
discussion over the same. They get to appreciate that we can celebrate our differences
instead of using the same a divisive factor. These candid discussions by young people
on ethnicity were not in existence before.

vi. Supporting Co-curricular activities such as Drama and Music
festivals
The NCIC identified Co-curricular activities as important forums for mainstreaming
national cohesion and integration issues. The NCIC thus focused on the wide
range of local opportunities provided by co-curricular activities, among other
avenues that bring together teachers and students from different backgrounds.
Actors (students and Teachers of different backgrounds and religious orientations)
in the Education sector are progressively being incorporated in advancing
national integration and cohesion through co-curricular activities like sports,
music and drama festivals. In this regard, NCIC trained 230 drama teachers/
9

instructors from the academic fraternity and took 131 among them to a one
week exposure visit in Rwanda exposing them to themes and principles related
to cohesion, integration, peace building and reconciliation.
The Commission was the thematic sponsor of both the 53rd and the 54th Annual
Kenya Schools and Colleges National Drama Festivals held in 2012 and 2013
respectively. In all these festivals, the Commission managed to influence the
mainstreaming of the cohesion agenda and serious advocacy on the promotion
of national cohesion and integration.

Students performing a play in one of the NCIC sponsored National Drama Festivals.
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Sponsorship of the Drama and Music festivals worked well in entrenching the
messaging of cohesion and integration throughout the local, regional and national
competitions. The training influenced the choice of the theme of the 2012 National
Drama Festival of “National Cohesion, Integration and Reconciliation” and the 2013
theme of “Performance for National Healing and Reconciliation,” both of which were
consistent with the Commissions mandate of fostering peace and cohesion. The
trained teachers subsequently developed creative scripts most of which focused on
different aspects of cohesion and integration for competition. Through the festivals,
the Commission was be able to sensitize festivals participants (students, teachers and
parents) and the general public on its mandate, achievements and challenges.
vi. Essay Competition
The NCIC in partnership with GIZ engaged youths aged between 11 and 25
in the National Cohesion Essay Competition. The competition sought to give
the youth an opportunity to express themselves on the theme of ethnicity, race
and nationhood and generate ideas that advocate for and promote national
cohesion. The competition gave students an opportunity to earn national
recognition, share experiences and ideas that promote national cohesion.

Maureen Nduku
Musembi, a student at
All Saints Academy in
Sagana and one of the
winners of the NCIC’s
Essay Competition
entitled “Ethnicity, Race
& Nationhood” displays
the essay booklet at her
school in August, 2012.
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Through the project, NCIC gauged the sense of nationhood among the youth as
well as learned how the youth can make a difference in eliminating discrimination
on the basis of ethnicity and race. The Commission was able to gauge the sense of
nationhood among the youth, enhance life skills including research, critical thinking
and writing skills of the students in the discourse on ethnicity, racism and nationhood.
By publishing and widely disseminating winning essays in the different categories to
students, the essay competition engaged young people in the exchange of ideas from
different regions of the country.
3.

Sponsorship of Cultural Events and Festivals
The NCIC identified cultural events and festivals as important forums for
exploring challenging cohesion and integration issues. The NCIC thus focused
on the wide range of local opportunities provided by cultural events that bring
together people from different backgrounds. In this regard, The commission
sponsored and took part in the following cultural events and festivals:

i.

Samosa Festivals
The Commission between the 23rd and 28th of September, 2012 co-sponsored
and participated in the Samosa cultural festival held in Nairobi. The festival
was a cultural platform which blended culture, music, poetry, art and drama
to convey messages related to cohesion and integration of Kenyan society.
The festival showcased productions and events from Africa, the East and the
West through activities which depicted the intermingling of cultures to promote
cohesion through the arts. NCIC held a tent for the duration of the week to
showcase the work of the Commission and interact with Kenyans on the mandate
and work of the commission.
The Samosa cultural festival gave participating communities an opportunity for
cross-cultural interaction, cooperation and exchange. The Commission staffs got an
opportunity to respond to questions from participants and generally engage with
them on the work and mandate of the commission. The festival provided as a suitable
platform for explaining to the public the work of the Commission; including the
successes, challenges and way forward.

ii.

Loiyangalani Cultural Festival in Turkana
For the two years running, the NCIC has been a co-sponsor of the Loiyangalani
cultural festival held at Loiyangalani area near Lake Turkana. Turkana is a
peculiar County in the sense that it is traditionally prone to inter-ethnic and interclans conflicts over pasture, livestock, and other cultural, economic and political
issues. The region suffers from challenges arising from insecurity, famine,
conflict, environmental challenges and lack of infrastructure. The residents often
12

consider themselves marginalised due to lack of essential social and economic
infrastructure. The Commission therefore targeted this region specifically to
build trust and understanding among members of the local communities and
inculcate the values of peaceful co-existence.
The Loiyangalani cultural festival sought to promote an environment that
helps to overcome stereotypes, create mutual understanding of the different
cultures and promote peaceful coexistence amongst the diverse communities
in the area. It advocates the shared and eco-friendly use of natural resources,
while supporting economic growth. Beyond the presentation of cultural dances
and traditions of the participating communities, the festival also focused on
economic development as a way of fostering lasting peace and harmony. The
event featured unique performances and demonstrations from ten (10) ethnic
communities that live in the Lake Turkana region. These included the El Molo,
Rendille, Samburu, Turkana, Dassanach, Gabra, Borana, Konso, Wata and
Burji. These communities had an opportunity to showcase the richness of their
culture and diversity.
The Loiyangalani cultural festival gave participating communities an opportunity
for cross-cultural interaction, cooperation and exchange, both during preparations
and in the course of the event. The festival is one of the building blocks of peace that
NCIC has anchored onto to help bring about mutual understanding between the local
communities. It also offered an avenue for the Commission to interact with elders in the
delivery of peace messages.
iii. The Kalacha Food Festival in Moyale
The Commission in partnership with the Kivulini Trust co-sponsored the second
Kalacha Cultural Food and Music Festival which was held in Kalacha, Marsabit
County, Northern Kenya between the 23rd and 26th August 2013 . The festival
brought together pastoralists, fisher folk, hunter gatherer, metal artisans and
agricultural communities of the region to share and celebrate their cultural
and natural heritage in order to promote cultural diversity, social harmony
and sustainable development. Participating communities included the El-Molo,
Gabbra, Rendille, Boran, Somali, Konso, Garri, Burji, Waata, Samburu,
Saakuye Turkana and the Daasanach.
This unique event showcased the diversity of the region’s cultural and natural
heritage through artistic expressions, exhibitions of traditional foods, medicinal
plants and demonstration of traditional technology. Participants had an opportunity
to understand the Commission’s work and sought to support the Commission in its
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4.

endeavor to promote peaceful coexistence among the residents of Marsabit County.
Promoting National Cohesion and Reconciliation in Kenya Project
NCIC in partnership with the Folke Bernadotte Academy (FBA) of Sweden
and the Institute of Justice and Reconciliation (IJR), South Africa implemented a
tripartite project on Promoting National Cohesion and Reconciliation in Kenya
which had a component on capacity building with a focus on Community
Reconciliation Dialogue and development and publication of policy briefs on
reconciliation, transitional justice and related areas. The tripartite partners
conducted several trainings targeting different stakeholders on working in
peace, reconciliation and related areas amongst those trained are National
Cohesion Integration Commission staff and senior officials in government
Ministries, Departments, Agencies, Commissions and Independent Offices. To
ensure reconciliation is promoted at the grassroots level, the tripartite partners
held a series of three trainings on Facilitating of Community Reconciliation
Dialogues. The courses targeted key CSOs, Faith Based Organizations (FBOs),
community representatives and individuals from
all the 47 counties in Kenya. The Facilitation of
Reconciliation Dialogues (FRD) Courses were
aimed at building the capacity of individuals and
CSOs to initiate and sustain local reconciliation
dialogues in communities. As a result of the
facilitation courses, a core group of approximately
90 individuals formed a network of reconciliation
practitioners with a specific focus on inter/intracommunity reconciliation. Forty eight (48) alumni
of the FRD courses underwent further training to
build their skills on training other stakeholders at
the grassroots level on how to conduct facilitation
dialogue. This resulted to formation of a network
of individduals that promote reconciliation at the
grassroots level.
The tripartite project further supported (12) alumni of the facilitation courses
to conduct organic community reconciliations forums in their respective
communities. The courses also provided the alumni with an opportunity to use
the knowledge and skills gained from the training to conduct intra and interethnic
community dialogues for peaceful coexistence and reconciliation. The forums
were held in Kisumu, Tana River, Nyamira, Nairobi, Nakuru, Migori, Laikipia,
Trans Nzoia, Garissa, Kajiado and Murang’a Counties. From these dialogues,
it was evident that dialogues are a preferred option in solving community
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conflicts and that most solutions to conflict are available within the communities
only if they are given a platform (such as dialogues) to deliberate the issues.

Participants in a dialogue organized by the Laikipia Turkana Council of Elders and NCIC
The 5 policy briefs that were developed and published by the project include: Reconciling
Kenyans; Opportunities for constructing a peaceful and socially cohesive nation; The
Kenyan Election within a reconciliation framework and Gender; Reconciliation in
Kenya -Equality at the Heart; Reparative justice in Kenya-Building blocks for a victim
centred approach and towards national dialogue, healing and reconciliation in Kenya.
These policy briefs have been used by a variety of stakeholders such as the Cohesion
Directorate in the Ministry for Interior and Coordination of National Government and
the National Land Commission to develop their programmatic activities and policies.
The project will develop a Handbookon Reconciliation in Kenya that will be used by
trainers and other reconciliation stakeholders who would wish to facilitatecommunity
dialogue at the community level as part of its lasting contribution to thenation .
5.

Engagement with the Media
NCIC singled out the mass media as a key stakeholder for continuous
engagement, owing to its mass outreach capability. The decision was further
inspired by the experiences of the 2007/2008 post-election violence, where
sections of the media were found to be culpable through both omissions and
commissions, especially in regard to fuelling ethnic tension by either transmitting
or engaging in hate speech. The Commission thus developed a number of
programmes that targeted media stakeholders, especially in the period before
and after the 2013 General Election. The key goal was to foster peace and
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enhance cohesion during the electioneering period.
The Commissions engagement with the Media was undertaken through the 		
following activities:
i.

Media Monitoring
Worrying instances of hate speech, especially by politicians, were recorded in
Kenya in the 2005 constitutional referendum and the 2007 General Election
and 2008 post-election period. In these instances, the media was accused
for providing platforms for the delivery and spreading of hate speech. Shortly
after its inception, NCIC laid out strategies to monitor hate speech through the
media, especially in consideration of the 2010 constitutional referendum. The
Commission scrutinised TV, radio, newspapers and the Internet for hate content.
The data was then analysed and investigations conducted to determine whether
the content constituted hate speech or not.
Media monitoring has helped the Commission to identify perpetrators of hate speech
and hold them accountable. In compelling circumstances, the Commission has initiated
litigation against hate speech perpetrators. Cases concerning hate speech have been
heard in court for the first time in Kenya, with media clips being useful corroborative
evidence, albeit the challenges in some instances, of the clips not being contextual
enough or having been tampered with through additional editing.

ii.

Media Guidelines on Hate Speech
NCIC actively engaged the diverse range of media stakeholders, including
correspondents, reporters, editors, media owners and media associations to
create a sense of ownership and buy-in towards the development of media
guidelines on hate speech. The development of the guidelines had partly been
prompted by careless reporting by some vernacular stations on sensitive issues.
Some reporting had bordered on promoting ethnic hatred. The Commission
held several round-table discussions with editors to peer-review the draft
guidelines and to also receive feedback on emerging issues. Input from about
500 journalists helped to shape the draft guidelines into a final document that
was adopted and published.
The media guidelines on hate speech consolidated and simplified the laws relating
to media and hate speech, namely the Constitution, Media Act, Communication
Amendment Act, and the NCIC Act. The development of the guidelines further inspired
media managers to develop internal policies and systems to not only ensure that their
channels were not used to spread hate speech, but to expose instances of such acts
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so that perpetrators may be brought to book. The action resulted in the blocking of
malicious political content by media managers, from being aired or published through
their channels. In the run-up to the 2013 General Elections, a number of media outlets
published clear guidelines on the kind of advertorial content that would not be
accepted for broadcast or print. This resulted in the general absence of such material
on media platforms as compared to the campaigns of the 2007 General Elections.
iii. Training and Capacity Building of Media Practitioners on Conflict
Sensitive Reporting
NCIC trained a total of 300 journalists throughout the country on how to
avoid being conveyors of hate speech. The trainings provided an opportunity
for the journalists to enhance their skills on conflict sensitive journalism. The
trainings were carried out in the form of workshops, breakfast meetings as
well as open panel discussions. They were conducted jointly with concerned
partners, including the Media Council of Kenya and Internews in Kenya – an
international media development organisation.
These interactions resulted in less sensational reporting of volatile situations. Journalists
have increasingly become aware of their vulnerabilities and thus the importance of
being cautious and objective in their coverage of events. Responsible reporting of the
2013 General Election is a clear outcome of this training and other initiatives by NCIC,
key state and non state actors.
iv. National Cohesion Multimedia Campaign
a.
Road to Cohesion
In order to promote broader understanding of issues around cohesion and
integration, the Commission aired shows on K24 and KBC TV stations, in
which critical issues of ethnicity, discrimination
and racism, and how they posed a challenge
to cohesion, integration and inclusion were
discussed. The initiative, funded by GIZ saw
ethnicity and race discussed for the first time in
Kenya, in social halls and beamed on national
television under the banner, Road to Cohesion.
The Road to Cohesion shows were aired from
Nairobi, Kisumu, Nakuru, Eldoret, Isiolo, Nyeri,
Mombasa, Kitui, Garissa, and Kakamega towns.
Hosted by authoritative TV personality Louis Otieno,
the shows provided a platform for discourse on
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national cohesion and integration with key stakeholders like the government,
civil society, private sector, media, academia and the public. Coming on the
background of the controversial 2007 elections, these conversations were some
of the most frank and open ethnic and racial discourses to be held in the country.
Apart from defusing tensions and reducing suspicion, the conversations created
avenues for venting and dialogue. Many Kenyans embraced the discussions
and owned them. NCIC picked up a number of issues that arose from these
forums for follow up and action. The adoption of the new Constitution in
2010 through a referendum addressed some of the more intractable issues
such as discrimination, equal opportunities and equitable distribution of state
resources.
b. Cohesion Quest
Informed by the success of Road to Cohesion, the Commission filmed part two of
the show titled “Cohesion Quest”, in August and September 2012. Moderated
by Linus Kaikai and Joe Ageyo of Nation Media Group, the 13 episodes were
aired on NTV every Saturday at 6pm from 18th August, 2012. Filming took
place in Nakuru, Baringo, Mombasa and Nairobi.
Among the crucial issues that the show highlighted and created debate about
included Tides of Discontent (with representatives from Coast including Mombasa
and other parts of Kenya), Silent Minorities (including Kenyans of European
and Asian descent and other Kenyan communities), the Class of Crime (with
representatives from Kirinyaga, Murang’a and Kiambu), and the Slum Nation
(with representatives from informal settlements/slums) Others were Bridging the
Rift and Axis of Rivals (between the Kikuyu and Kalenjin communities in the Rift
Valley), Endless War I and Endless War II (between communities in Baringo) County
Government Dynamics (with representatives from Migori) Competition for Scarce
Resources (with representatives from Isiolo and Marsabit) the Clan Act (with
representatives from Wajir), the Western Equation (with representatives from
Mount Elgon) and Presidential Aspirants Debate of the 2013 General Election.
With these discussions, the show had the impact of creating a wider understanding
of some of the intricate national and community issues that result in tension and
conflict. The involvement of the concerned communities set off of processes of mutual
understanding and the appreciation of the issues that need to be dealt with to reduce
conflicts, promote peace, and build cohesion.
v.

2013 General Elections Media Advocacy Peace Campaign
The NCIC was among the actors who played a key role in ensuring a peaceful
election in 2013. Through media advocacy campaigns, the Commission
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rallied Kenyans to embrace peace and tolerance. The campaigns also aimed
at promoting good citizenship and peaceful co-existence among various
communities. One of the advocacy campaigns was in the form of road shows
with a key message of “Peaceful Elections and Beyond: Peaceful Co-Existence
Among all Kenyan Communities.” The road shows were conducted in five
regions, namely, Rift Valley, Nyanza, Western, Coast and Central Kenya.
The Commission contracted two media companies to amplify the campaign.
The Royal Media Services Company was contracted to execute the road shows
in the Rift Valley, Western, Nyanza and Coast regions using Chamgei FM
(Kalenjin), Mulembe FM (Wanga), Vuuka FM (Maragoli), Sulwe FM (Bukusu)
and Bahari FM (Kiswahili) respectively. Mediamax Ltd was contracted to

A section of NCIC Commissioners and other guests during one of the road show Campaign

execute the same in Central and Central Eastern Regions through Kameme FM
and Meru FM respectively.
The success of the campaign was evident in the fact that Kenyans came out in large
numbers and stayed calm on long queues to vote peacefully, and thereafter patiently
waited for the final tallying and announcement of the presidential results by the IEBC.
And even after the presidential results were contested in court, peace and patience
prevailed as the Supreme Court deliberated on the matter and delivered its ruling. The
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advocacy carried out by the Commission and other institutions collectively played a
critical role in ensuring events of 2007 were not repeated. The collective will of Kenyans
to embrace peace was a result of months of concerted efforts by the NCIC and other
bodies to reach out, to inform and to educate the public on the key values that are
requisite for a peaceful and cohesive society.
6.

Unpacking Hate Speech
NCIC brought to the national forefront, the dangers of hate speech and the
distinction between it and free speech. The Commission held forums to educate
and create clearer understanding of hate speech and its attendant implications
to national cohesion. In June 2010 a national conference was held that
brought together law enforcement officers, media practitioners and other key
stakeholders to foster an understanding of hate speech and how to navigate
through the line between it and freedom of speech, especially as the country
approached the 2010 constitutional referendum.
The media’s participation in the conference was important in deepening the
understanding of hate speech and how media practitioners could exercise
freedom of the speech at the same time look out against inciting speeches
that could generally be referred to as hate speech. The conference was also
important in reassuring various stakeholders that NCIC was not interested in
curbing free speech but in protecting the society against speech that could
promote racial, religious and ethnic intolerance.
The media fraternity agreed to use the Guidelines while reporting on the Referendum.
The Commission worked closely with the law enforcement officers, media practitioners
and other key stakeholders to monitor hate speech. The media reported both the
referendum and the 2013 General Elections responsibly.

7.

The Kenya Kwanza Campaign
On the 12th of March 2012, the National Cohesion and Integration
Commission officially launched a national campaign to promote a national
identity, patriotism and national values in the country. Dubbed the ‘Kenya
Kwanza’ (i.e. Kenya First), the campaign sought to support the aspirations
of a new Kenya as outlined in the new Constitution: a nation that espouses
values such as patriotism, democracy, the rule of law, human dignity, social
justice, and tolerance among others. The campaign called on Kenyans to put
the service of their country before self. It sought to galvanise public support and
action towards a cohesive, inclusive and peaceful Kenya. The Kenya Kwanza
campaign utilized different media, to bridge ethnic, racial, religious, and class
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divides; and inculcated a mind-set of tolerance, acceptance, and strength in
our diversity, national identity and nationalism in order to realize a united,
inclusive, cohesive and peaceful nation.

The launch of a Kenya Kwanza’ national campaign at KICC, Nairobi on 12th of March 2012.

8.

The Campaign brought together the independent sector, religious leaders, civil society
organizations and other stakeholders to promote responsible citizenship, patriotism,
national identity and values, and accountability of elected leaders through citizen
empowerment. The “Kenya Kwanza” campaign inspired Kenyans during the last
General Elections to appreciate the importance of free and constructive political
debate. It championed freedom of expression, freedom of assembly, safety for all
political aspirants and their supporters as well as for every Kenyan in order to realize a
united, inclusive, cohesive and peaceful nation.
Participation in Agricultural Society of Kenya (ASK) shows
The Agricultural Society of Kenya (ASK) shows are a suitable platform for
showcasing the NCICs activities as they present opportunity for Commission to
interact and exchange ideas with the public. The shows provide an important
outreach platform that enables the NCIC to interact with Kenyans and create
awareness about the Commission and its mandate. The interaction also
encourages free and open dialogue between the public and the Commission
on the discourses of ethnicity, race, nationhood, and related issues. This in
effect enhances NCIC’s effectiveness in execution of its mandate with regard
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The Principal Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Madam Sicily Kariuki touring the NCIC
stand, during the Nyeri ASK show held from 11th to 14th September, 2013.

to creating public awareness, and increasing accessibility and visibility of the
Commission.
As part of the advocacy strategy, the Commission has been participating in different
ASK shows. The Commission staffs have been using this opportunity to respond to
questions from members of the public and generally engage with them on the work
and mandate of the commission. The shows have been used as a suitable platform
for explaining to the public the work of the Commission; including the successes,
challenges and way forward. NCIC Commissioners have been attending these ASK
shows to interact and engage with members of the public.
9.

Regional Diversity Conversations on Ethnicity and Race
Kenyans still maintain deep-rooted loyalties to their ethnic identities and this
still influences economic, social and political organisation and expression. This
has led to ethnicization of politics and employment, and associated negative
sentiments. The ethnic tensions and conflicts in Kenya are the fodder for future
violent conflicts, hence the need for genuine public debate on the theme of
ethnicity. For these reasons, NCIC held a series of regional conversations
on race and ethnicity. The diversity forums were held in Nairobi, Kakamega,
Kisumu, Njoro, Nyeri, Isiolo, Mombasa, Machakos, Lodwar and Garissa.
Dubbed “Diversity Conversations”, the dialogues were designed to generate
knowledge that would inform the country’s draft guidelines on National Ethnic
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and Race Relations. The conversations also sought to influence research-based
advocacy on ethnicity, and in the long run, form a basis for attitudinal and
behavioural change with regard to embracing diversity.
The very first of their kind, the Diversity Conversations forums not only provided a
platform for candid discussions on ethnicity and race related issues, they also helped
identify opportunities through which ethnic, racial and religious tolerance could be
enhanced and entrenched in a sustainable manner. The discussions enabled Kenyans to
interrogate both the past and the present, and critically examine available instruments
like the Constitution with a view of harnessing available resources in order to construct
a shared future. The knowledge that was gathered from the regional dialogues was
instrumental in the development of sustainable relationships between communities
based on respect and trust.
10. The National Conference on Diversity, Ethnicity and Race
The National Conference on Diversity, Ethnicity and Race, dubbed “The People’s
Conference” was a culmination of the activities from the regional diversity
conversations held in 10 regions of the country whose overall objective was
to identify and analyse factors that inhibit harmonious relations between ethnic
communities. The conference saw the participation of over 800 delegates from
all across the country and speakers included a range of key decision makers
including the Prime Minister, Vice President and Chief Justice.

The official opening of the National Conference on Diversity, Ethnicity and Race at KICC,
Nairobi on 12th of March 2012

The two day conference led to the development of the country’s first ever Guidelines for
Ethnic and Race Relations. The conference was also instrumental in consolidating the
experiences on cohesion from all the different regions of the country and providing an
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opportunity to share these on a national platform. The conference garnered significant
media coverage and was hailed as a success within a range of various media outlets.
11. Development of Information, Education and Communication
Materials
In the area of Communications and knowledge management, the Commission
coordinated the development of a wide range of Information, Education and
Communication (IEC) materials. The IEC Materials were a key component for
targeting a mass audience as well as engagement in mass communication. By
developing a variety of IEC Materials, the Commission was able to gain the
required visibility and enable the public to be able to appreciate the work of the
Commission and what the Commission stands for. The Commission managed
to introduce new forms of IEC material under the “Kenya Kwanza” campaign
which has continued to be used by the Commission as an effective tool to

A range of the NCIC’s Information, Education and Communication (IEC) material.
promote the Commission’s work.
The IEC materials developed were used to promote information on the work and
mandate of the commission. The IEC material developed were successful in promoting
the work and mandate of the Commission within a range of activities and to a wide
range of stakeholders. The developing of a wide range of IEC materials was expected to
increase the publicity and visibility of the Commission as it undertakes its mandate.
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3
CHAPTER THREE

Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination
The NCIC underscores the presence of a society in which all persons are respected
irrespective of their ethnic, racial, religious and social origin. Consequently, the
Commission has been spearheading the development of policies and practices that
provides opportunity to eliminate discriminatory practices that counter national unity
and foster a feeling of marginalisation. The Commission sought to increase enjoyment
of rights and privileges by all ethnic and social origins, racial and religious groups in
the country by reinforcing the revision of ethnic (race, religion and social origin) based
discrimination laws, policies and practices by state agencies.
The Commission has been in the forefront of championing for systematically reduction
and eventually ending of all forms of discrimination based on ethnic, racial, religious
and social origin, while promoting acceptance, tolerance and appreciation of ethnic
diversity. The Commission thus plays a frontline role towards pushing for increased
enforcement of laws, policies and practices that address ethnic, racial, religious,
and social discrimination in state agencies so that delivery of public service is nondiscriminatory.
Towards this, the NCIC adopted various strategies, including gathering and disseminating
information on the causes of marginalisation, policy advocacy, building capacity of
government, and raising awareness in public and private organisations in respect to
unity in diversity.
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Key Activities and Outputs
1.

Operationalization of the National Cohesion and Integration Act,
2008
The National Cohesion and Integration Act 2008, is intended to encourage
national cohesion and integration by outlawing discrimination on ethnic
grounds. The Act applies to and outlaws ethnic discrimination by way of
victimization, comparison of persons of different ethnic groups as well as
harassment on the basis of ethnicity. The Act also outlaws discrimination in
employment, discrimination in membership of organizations, discrimination by
other agencies, discrimination in access to and distribution of public resources
as well as discrimination in property ownership, management and disposal.
Since its established, the NCIC has strived to facilitate and promote equality of
opportunity, good relations, harmony and peaceful co-existence between persons of
the different ethnic and racial communities of Kenya, and to advise the Government on
all aspects thereof as required by the Act. The Commission has continued to promote
the elimination of all forms of discrimination on the basis of ethnicity or race in order
to secure and enhance ethnic and racial harmony and peace through policy advocacy,
building capacity of government officers and raising awareness in public and private
organisations in respect to unity in diversity

2.

Ethnic Audit in Civil Service
The NCIC conducted an ethnic audit in 2011 as the
first step towards tackling the general complaints about
skewed ethnic representation in the public service. It
was the first time such an audit was conducted in the
country to determine the ethnic face of the government,
given the historical background characterised by
the general perception that the civil service was not
representative of the diversity that constituted Kenya.
The study was based on the analysis of the integrated
payroll and personnel data system provided by the
government, and the population census data for
2009.
The findings of the study confirmed the crisis of ethnic inequality and exclusion
in the civil service. Several ministries were found to be in breach of the legal
requirement that none should have more than one third of staff from one
community. The study exposed skewed dominance of government ministries
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and departments by Kenya’s seven largest communities. The Kikuyu, Kalenjin,
Luhya, Kamba, Luo, Kisii and Meru composed a whopping 82 per cent of civil
service employment. The study established that lack of access to education
undermined equitable hiring for the civil service across communities, implying
that even a recruitment policy based purely on merit or competition would not
guarantee a public service that represented the face of Kenya.
The ethnic audit in the public sector provoked one of the most heated public
debates on ethnic composition of the civil service ever witnessed in country,
and prompted discussions both in the Legislature and the Executive on how to
tackle the problem. Kenyans had a chance to re-examine and re-address the
discrepancies. Discussions about how to achieve inclusivity in public service
employment took centre stage.
The study enabled the Commission to provide the government with authoritative
recommendations for raising the standards of representation in public service, among
them pushing for affirmative action for disadvantaged communities, not only in
direct employment, but also in terms of accelerating human capital development
in historically marginalised areas, and entrenching diversity as an indicator of
performance. As a direct reaction to the report, the office of the President and that of
the Prime Minister led the way by reshuffling their staff to create regional and ethnic
balance. Another key outcome was the lowering of the police recruitment education
bar from C-minus to D-plus for people from Northern Kenya, to accommodate their
disadvantaged social and economic situation.
3.

Ethnic Audit in Public Universities and Constituent Colleges
After pricking the nations’ consciousness with the ethnic audit of government
ministries, NCIC did the same in public universities and their constituent colleges
in 2012. Even though the universities were initially apprehensive, and more so
after witnessing the reaction that followed the audit of the public service, the
Commission was able to convince the universities of the nobility of the idea,
especially in light of the demands of the 2010 Constitution.
Just like in the civil service audit, the study on universities found domination of
the institutions by the big tribes. To address the challenge, a follow-up meeting
was held between the NCIC, universities administrations and then Ministry
of Higher Education, where it was agreed that a progressive approach be
adopted in the next three years to create balance and include more minorities
in employment in universities.
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A key outcome of the audit was the decision by the Ministry
of Education to ensure ethnic balance at the top in the
appointments of vice chancellors and council chairpersons.
To build a national outlook, it was decided that considerations
be made to ensure that top appointments were not restricted
to people from the ethnic communities where the universities
are located.
4.

Conflict Management and Resolution in
different Counties
The conflicts in Kenya, however scattered, have been
cyclic, often vicious and leading to loss of life and
livelihood. In some part of the country, conflicts have been institutionalised and
have essentially become a way of life, with generations being brought up to
see them as part of communal strategy for survival. The NCIC has engaged in
activities to establish the root causes of ethnic and clan conflicts in the country
so as to come up with workable mechanisms to end them. Apart from using
contemporary conflict resolution mechanisms, the NCIC has been working to
strengthen Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) systems by working with elders,
community social and political leaders, local community based organisations
and government institutions in a multi-pronged approach to entrench values of
cohesion.
The Commission has facilitated peace and reconciliation processes between
and amongst different ethnic groups throughout the country.

i.

Nakuru County Peace Process
Nakuru County, due to a myriad of issues ranging from historical land disputes
and fight for political dominance, is a conflict hot spot and one of the most
volatile regions in the country. The county is multi-ethnic region, and has often
experienced conflict flare-ups, with the 2007 post-election violence being the
most vicious ever experienced in the region. In the run-up to the 2013 General
Election, the NCIC, aware of the dynamics and the complexity of the local
politics and other emotive issues in Nakuru, set camp in the area for 17 months.
Nakuru, in all essence, was going to provide a litmus test for the Commission,
which, through elaborate trainings and meetings, had started engaging the
local people and their leadership as part of confidence building to embrace
peace and cohesion.
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The process to have the Nakuru Peace Accord started when NCIC conducted
conflict mapping prior to the 2010 referendum, and established the key players
of violence. The Commission in partnership with the National Steering Committee
on Peace building and Conflict Management (NSC) engaged the elders of the
Agikuyu and Kalenjin ethnic groups, the main antagonist and also the majority
inhabitants, in an interethnic peace and reconciliation process. The journey to
the peace accord was not an easy one, with both sides knowing what was at
stake and the sacrifices that each would have to make. In the beginning, things
were difficult, as attested by Mr. Wilson Leitich, the chairman of the Kalenjin
elders: “We could not even sit at the same venue, leave alone in the same room. With
patience, passion and tact, the NCIC ultimately made it possible for the two sides to
face each other and talk.”
The peace process later brought on board elders of other ethnic groups (Luo,
Kamba, Maasai, Kisii, Luhya etc), religious, women and youth leaders to ensure
local ownership of the peace process and sustained and full implementation of
the community peace agreement. The Peace Process was supported by the Centre
for Humanitarian Dialogue (HD Centre) who provided critical technical support
in the development of the peace agreement document and the implementation
plan. After 14 month engagements froth with challenges, the Nakuru County
Community Peace Agreement was signed on 19th August, 2012.

Dr. Mzalendo Kibunjia
(seated right) signs the
peace agreement with
the then Chairperson
of the Truth, Justice and
Reconciliation Commission,
Amb. Bethwell Kiplagat as
other dignitaries look on.
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Efforts by the Commission and other actors eventually bore fruits in 2013 when the
Kalenjin and Kikuyu elders and other communities living and conducting business in
Nakuru County come together and signed an accord that ensured peace was observed
at all times. The social contract between the communities was instrumental in ensuring
peace before, during and after 4th March 2013 General Election. The community elders
criss-crossed the county to promote reconciliation, healing, forgiveness and peaceful
co-existence between all ethnic groups.
ii.

The Meru and Isiolo County Peace Processes.
The Meru County has witnessed violent land conflict between the Tharaka and
Tigania clans of the Ameru ethnic group. The dispute had occasioned loss
of lives, displacements, disruption of economic activities, while stoking enmity
between the clans.
a. Land and Boundary Disputes between Tharaka and Tigania
clans:
The Commission partnered with the Supreme Council of Muslims of Kenya
(SUPKEM) and Njuri Ncheke Council of Elders to amicably solve the land and
boundary conflict. Over 300 persons drawn from Tharaka South, Tharaka
North, Imenti South, Imenti North, Imenti Central, Buuri, Tigania East, Tigania
West, Igembe south, and Igembe North districts were engaged in multi-day long
deliberations. The meeting were also attended by members of the Provincial
Administration and the Kenya Police Service.
Since land was identified as a main cause of rivalry among the communities, a
Task Force was formed and follow-up done with the relevant institutions on land
adjudication. A declaration which was dubbed “Gatithine Declaration” was signed by
representatives of the communities. The Declaration has been credited with solving the
land and the boundary disputes amicably.
b. Disputes amongst the Mbeere ethnic group.
The Commission facilitated Mbeere council of elders (Ngome) knowledgeable
on traditions and customs of the Mbeere ethnic group for harmonious living.
The different Mbeere clans were divided along clan lines due to politic and as
a result were politically marginalized in the county. Documentary capturing the
memories and experiences of the elders in traditional conflict resolution was
produced during the retreat and was handy during the community education
tours and subsequent meeting with the professionals and members of parliament
of the larger Mbeere ethnic group.
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c. Joint Meru and Isiolo County Forum
There has been simmering tension between the residents of Buuri and Isiolo
districts over myriad accusation and counter -accusation between the two
neighbours over the sharing of water from the upstream river. The residents of
Isiolo County accused the Ameru ethnic group who live upstream of deliberately
diverting to their farms water for irrigation thus denying the communities that live
downstream water for their domestic use. The former, who are mainly farmers
and of Imenti ethnic origin, accuse their counterpart who are pastoralists of
Borana, Samburu and Somali ethnic origin of stealing their livestock and letting
their livestock and more particularly the camels to destroy their crops.
The forums provided space for the participants to dialogue on key issues affecting their
relationship. The Kenya Police Reservists (now referred to as National Police Reservists)
were deployed along the common borders and this improved security. The Members
of Ameru ethnic group agreed to stop illegal obstruction of water along the rivers and
also clear all current illegal obstruction. The Elders from the Ameru and Boran ethnic
group pledged to report criminal activities to the lawful authority having jurisdiction
over the matter.
iii. Mandera County Peace and Reconciliation Dialogues
Following months of violent conflict between Garreh and Degodia clans of
Somali ethnic group, the National Cohesion and Integration Commission in
partnership with Inter Religious Council of Kenya (IRCK) carried out a peace
and reconciliation mission in Mandera between 30th May to 3rd June 2013.
The Mandera clan conflict had left scores dead, hundreds of civilians displaced
and wrecked property worth millions of shillings. Mediation efforts by the
District Peace Committees and the Mandera Mediation Council had made little
progress in ending the deadly clan feud.
The objective of the intervention was to understand the conflict issues, actors,
dynamics and possible solutions to the conflict. Competition over resources
especially land and political power exacerbated by clan superiority complex
was the major cause of the conflict. The conflict had cross border dimension,
with the alleged involvement of the clan militias based in the neighbouring
country. Reckless, loose and bellicose rhetoric by all sides had inflamed passion
and polarized the communities.
In order to end the hostilities, the Commission recommended for a comprehensive
cross border peace process, effective disarmament exercise and continued
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dialogue on peace, reconciliation, cohesion and integration by relevant
stakeholders to restore sanity. In the long-term, the Commission recommended
for a mechanism to be put in place to ensure that political positions and political
power is distributed equitably through a fair democratic process and where
possible affirmative measures should be taken to ensure minorities are given an
opportunity in the County Governance as provided for in the Constitution of the
Republic of Kenya.

Community and political leaders from the North Eastern region address a press conference in
Red Court hotel, Nairobi after a meeting facilitated by NCIC.

The recommendations arising from the Community Peace and Reconciliation Dialogues in
Mandera County were used to engage community and political leaders from the Garreh and
Degodia clans in Nairobi. After several days of meeting the leaders from the two communities,
they signed a peace agreement that eventually helped in easing the hostilities and laid a
framework for future comprehensive dialogue to get to the root cause of the clan feuds.
iv. Mathare and Korogocho Peace Processes
a. Mathare
Mathare informal settlement, with a population of about 800,000 people, is
situated at Nairobi County. Apart from security concerns, ethnicity tensions
and conflicts in this informal settlement area have been recurrent phenomena
particularly in the run up to General Elections and aftermath. The conflict is often
politically instigated. It is against this background that the NCIC in partnership
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with Chemichemi Ya Ukweli, members of Provincial Administration and local
community leadership organized Public Peace Forum, titled “Community
Peace Dialogue Forum” that was aimed at mapping and profiling conflict and
documenting community’s views in order to facilitate community-lead process
for peaceful and harmonious coexistence.
The forum provided space for the communities and the leaders to do conflict mapping
and analysis of their area and make recommendations to key actors in the conflict.
b. Korogocho
The Commission in partnership with the Nairobi Provincial Administration, the
Kenya Police Service, City Council of Nairobi and Kenya National Focal Points
on Small Arms and Light sought to enhance safety and security in Korogocho,
one of the Nairobi County’s informal settlements ahead of the March 4th,
General Election. The initiative targeted the youth as potential agents of change
in the community.
The initiative reinforced the importance of local level peace building mechanisms
for peaceful coexistence. It sent a strong message to the residents that they have
responsibility of ensuring safety in their neighbourhoods for peace and prosperity. The
residents embraced community policing, to identify and deal with issues that could
fuel crime in their area.
v. Bungoma / Mt. Elgon Peace Meeting
Conflicts around the Mt. Elgon and Bungoma areas have been rooted in land,
historical injustices, identity issues and political divides. The social, political
and economic environments have been dominated by highly divisive clans,
communities and issues revolving around IDPs resettlement. It is in light of this
that the National Cohesion and Integration Commission engaged the residents
in holding several peace meetings and forums.
These forums resulting in the formation of cohesion committees and peace structures
at the grassroots level in order to promote peaceful coexistence and ethnic tolerance.
vi. Tana River County Peace and Reconciliation Initiatives
Following the Tana River County conflict and revenge attacks involving Orma
and Pokomo communities between August and September 2012, the NCIC
spearheaded measures to end the hostilities, paving way for inter-community
engagement. Interventions involved dialogue meetings facilitated by NCIC
and other government agencies and the Kenya Red Cross. The efforts were
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reinforced by efforts of political leaders in the region, religious groups and
a caucus of traditional leaders from Pokomo, Orma, Wardei, Munyoyaya,
Wailuana and Watta.
The inter-community engagement culminated in consultations at the local level with
the communities that opened up channels for reconciliation and the return of Internally
Displaced Persons (IDPs). In turn, a rare show of reconciliation between the Pokomo
and Orma elders was held at a rally in Lamu that also saw the elders vow to convince
youths from both communities to speed up the peace process.
vii. Garissa County Peace Initiative
NCIC facilitated several peace forums in Garissa County with the local
stakeholders to foster peaceful co-existence and unity among all the communities
living in Garissa County as a result of reports on increased unrest between
various communities in the county. The forums brought together local religious
and clan leaders; representatives from women, youth and persons with
disabilities, officers from the provincial administration as well as the security
agencies in the county.

Mr. Mohammed Khalif a local facilitator addressing the forum (to left); a representative
from the district signing the peace accord (top right), Mr. Noor Gabow Deputy Provincial
Police Officer signing the peace accord (bottom left), Dr. Kibunjia, NCIC Chair receiving the
signed peace accord (bottom right).
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A peace resolution was signed among the various representatives from the seven
Districts in Garissa County binding the local leaders, Provincial administration,
Christian and Muslim religious leaders, women leaders and youth in promoting
peaceful coexistence in the county.
5.

County Community Engagement Forums
The NCIC made a deliberate effort to come up with strategies and interventions to
engage with communities in promoting and sustaining peaceful coexistence and
integration of communities in the newly established counties. The Commission
thus started to engage community members drawn from selected counties
across the country in forums dubbed “County Community Engagement Forum”.
The forums were aimed at enhancing citizen engagement with their leaders
and provide a platform for dialogue to discuss amicably matters affecting
the County in particular and the nation at large. The first phase of the county
community engagement forums were conducted in Tharaka-Nithi, Migori and
Kilifi Counties between 22nd and 26th April, 2013. The second phases of the
forums were rolled out from 15th to 17th of May, 2013 in Murang’a, Kiambu,
Kisumu, Siaya,Trans Nzoia, Nyandarua, Uasin Gishu and Nakuru counties. A
similar forum was also held in Isiolo on 5th June, 2013. Participants in these
forums comprised of Government officers, political leaders and community
members such as local leaders, elders, women, youth, and religious leaders.
The major themes discussed include issues of reconciliation and healing, unity,
diversity in employment and equitable resource allocation and management,
and the role of the citizenry in engaging with County Governments to ensure
inclusiveness.

H.E. Mohamed Guleid, Isiolo County Deputy Governor, addressing participants during the County Community Engagement forum held
in Isiolo town. Seated next to him are Isiolo North Member of Parliament, Hon. Samal; NCIC Chairman, Dr. Mzalendo Kibunjia; Hon.
Tiya Galgalo, Isiolo County Women representative; and Mr. Robert M. Wanyama, the Isiolo County Commissioner.

Through these forums, the Commission was able to successfully document good
practice and gaps in the implementation of the devolved government, in relation to
appreciation of diversity and promotion of inclusivity. In addition, measures that can
encourage cohesion and integration across the countries as the nation moves to the
new dispensation on a devolved government were shared.
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4
CHAPTER FOUR

Strengthening Governance Through Equitable
Access To Public Resources
The Kenyan constitution offers opportunities, especially with the devolved
government system, on how to create inclusive, vibrant and well managed
county governments. However, for those opportunities to be realised, good
governance is critical, whether at the national level or country level, so that
the counties don’t become 47 islands of isolation. Good leadership that is
hinged on professionalism is therefore important in this regard. The new
governance system under the Constitution if not accurately implemented can
easily further disintegrate the country along ethnic lines. Balancing the need to
emphasize professionalism and good leadership vis-a-vis promoting actual and
participation by all offers the opportunity to forge a united, harmonious and
prosperous Kenyan society.
The NCIC therefore set out a programme of work aimed at delivering this
shared future both nationally and locally. This shared future, as it is amply
captured in the 2010 constitution, however, strongly hinges on inclusivity, on
the shared sense of equity and fairness in the distribution of public resources.
NCIC’s strategy has been to lobby for fair and inclusive electoral processes
at county and national levels, to sensitise communities on national values, to
involve diverse stake holders in the monitoring, oversight and implementation
of policies, programmes, projects and services. Aimed at increasing equitable
access to public resources, irrespective of social, ethnic, racial and religious
origin, the strategy has helped to enhance the sense of national pride and
national cohesion.
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Key Activities and Outputs
1.

Debates to Expose Devolution Challenges
Devolution offers immense opportunities, yet it also presents significant
challenges. The NCIC flagged the danger of “devolved nepotism, corruption
and negative ethnicity” if the transition from central to county governments was
not managed carefully. The Commission convened two symposiums to discuss
how best to nurture effective and progressive county units and avoid the potential
of them becoming small enclaves of oppression. The meetings brought together
constitutional experts from the former Constitution of Kenya Review Commission
(CKRC), the later Committee of Experts on Constitutional Review, Taskforce on
Devolution, and the Ministry of Finance.
The debates brought focus on the opportunities that devolution presented towards
addressing the ingrained regional developmental and social inequalities, and raised
public awareness on the need hold state actors accountable in ensuring that the
establishment of the county governments adhered to the provisions and the tenets of
the constitution.

2.

The Concept of ‘Negotiated Democracy’
The Commission has taken a practical and pragmatic approach to challenges
facing devolution by spearheading creative and unique solutions to some of
the dilemmas faced by the counties. One of the approaches involved adopting
the concept of “negotiated democracy”. Under the concept, leaders in some
counties, including Nakuru and Migori, agreed to share political seats during
the 2013 General Election as a way of reducing political tension and preventing
violent conflicts. Prior to the General Election, commissioners and commission
staff spent several months working with political leaders, elders, the youth and
women to build consensus on how to share political positions in some of the
ethnically diverse counties.
“Negotiated democracy” had two major effects: One, it reduced the feeling of exclusion
and therefore reduced tension and potential for armed conflict. Two, it created harmony
and integration in counties with different ethnic groups. Overall, the model ensured
political inclusion and helped the Commission deal with salient issues that have for
years bedevilled certain regions. Indeed, the peace witnessed prior and after the 2013
General Election in Nakuru, a historically violence hotspot, can be attributed to peace
building efforts and the concept of negotiated democracy initiated by the Commission
and other actors in the region.
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3.

Uwiano Platform for Peace
Conflict and other attendant problems are often complex in nature and more
often require a multi-disciplinary approach in order to build momentum towards
lasting peace. Towards this, NCIC has been a key player in the the Uwiano
Platform for Peace. The Uwiano Platform for Peace is implemented as a joint
initiative of NCIC, the National Steering Committee on Peace building and
Conflict Management (NSC) and PeaceNet together with the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP). The programme is aimed at strengthening
and expanding the coverage of peace to enhance the capacity of national
and local government and civil society to effectively prevent and reduce levels
of armed violence. This is expected to ultimately nurture peace and strengthen
cohesion and integration, enhance development opportunities in Kenya, and
prospects for cross-border cooperation and dialogue through both national and
locally. The Uwiano Platform for Peace thus coordinated responses to potential
threats of conflicts.
To underscore the importance of the Uwiano Platform for Peace, Mr. Aeneas
Chuma, UN Resident Coordinator and UNDP Resident Representative, affirmed:
“I encourage us all to maintain our focus on the steps that will keep us on this path of
making our voices heard by ensuring that sustainable peace is a role for all Kenyans.
This can only be achieved by providing spaces and platforms for a wide range of
partners, actors and stakeholders to build synergy and leverage their efforts for conflict
prevention and peace building in Kenya. Such a platform has been provided through
the Uwiano Platform for peace.”
As a joint initiative, the Uwiano Platform for Peace basic strategy was to maintain
peace by organizing a system to get up-to-date information on tensions, hate
speech, incitement, threats and violence throughout the country and to relay this
information to security institutions and Peace Committees in the best position to
undertake appropriate actions including mediation.
The approach ensured rapid disbursement of resources to Local Peace Committees and
Community Based Organisations in the counties. In addition, it facilitated quick action
that addressed threats of peace by encouraging dialogue and militating against fullblown conflicts. The initiative contributed to a peaceful referendum in 2010. Its violence
and conflict early warning system was used by State and non-State actors alike to
gauge peace. It came in handy in the run up to the 2013 General Elections.
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4.

Capacity Building for Governance Institutions on National
Cohesion and Integration
The role of leadership, and particularly transformative leadership, is indispensable
in enhancing national cohesion within the country’s system of governance.
The NCIC has sought to mainstream national cohesion and integration in all
the county development policies and strategies through capacity building for
government institutions - such as the Executive, Judiciary and Legislature - for
enhancing peaceful coexistence in the county. The Commission has facilitated a
number of capacity building workshops and retreats for a number of Governance
Institutions on National Cohesion and Integration.
The capacity building workshops and retreats have raised the level of awareness and
buy in amongst the government officers on the need to observe equity and fairness in
the distribution of public resources to citizens, irrespective of their social, ethnic, racial
and religious origin.
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5
CHAPTER FIVE

Promoting Research, Monitoring National
Peace and Advising State Agencies
The NCICs constituting Act mandates the Commission to take leadership in framing
and informing national cohesion and discourse in the country. The NCI Act specifically
requires of the Commission to promote research and monitoring the status and trends
of national peace and stability and advise relevant state agencies. NCIC has relied
on research to provide useful facts to address perceptions and inform policy direction
and other interventions. Through relevant research, the Commission has developed a
data base on the trends, extent and status of conflicts that are primarily driven by
ethnicity, race or religion. This has helped the Commission to build the knowledge that
is necessary to counter threats to peace and stability, be it through advice to concerned
state organs or direct programming in a bid to solidify the foundation for tolerance and
peaceful co-existence.
NCIC has managed to offer consistent monitoring and pro-active engagement with
relevant actors; conduct issue-specific research; and offered insightful recommendations
for effective handling of eminent conflicts and tribal animosities. The Commission
has sought to enhance knowledge base to counter threats to peace and stability. The
Commission, since its inception, undertook several research based activities.

Key Activities and Outputs
1.

Ethnic Diversity and Audit of the Civil Service and Public Universities
The Commission carried out diversity and ethnic audits in the various institutions
within the public sector in Kenya. These included the Civil Service and Public
Universities. Ethnic Diversity and Audit of the Civil Service was an audit that
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was based on analysis of the integrated payroll personnel data system as
provided by the government. The audit of public universities and constituent
colleges examined the ethnic imbalance in higher learning institutions and
the underlying causes of these inequalities. The Studies helped the government
to make policy statements on monitoring and gradual balancing of different ethnic
groups within the public sector.
2.

Study on Ethnic Stereotypes and Coded Language
As part of its effort to create better knowledge and understanding of inter-ethnic
relationships and triggers to violence, the Commission conducted a study in
2012 to identify ethnic stereotypes and coded language used by communities
in Kenya. The overall goal of the research was to determine how coded
language and ethnic stereotypes were perceived by the users and the target
communities, and how their application affected peace and cohesion. The
findings showed that all communities used coded language and stereotypes,
and had both positive and negative connotations and references. While most of
those sampled saw the use of coded language and stereotypes as normal and
harmless, political leaders, on the other hand, had used them to advance ethnic
hatred and to sometimes incite one community against the other for selfish
interests.
The study recommended the need
to appreciate and celebrate the
uniqueness of each other’s culture,
and that distinct social, cultural
and economic orientations did not
necessary infer ethnic superiority
or inferiority. In addition, the study
interrogated issues, which, because
of historical practice and tradition,
have come to be seen as normal, yet
they carry certain inherent dangers to
ethnic relations, based on how they
are applied and used.
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3.

Baseline Survey on Ethnic Interaction and Tolerance among
Kenyans
The NCIC conducted a baseline survey in 2012 to establish the levels of ethnic
interaction and tolerance among different communities in Kenya. The survey
showed that despite instances of ethnic violence, majority of Kenyans, up to 57
per cent, interacted with people from different ethnic communities. The study
further showed that the frequency of inter-ethnic interaction increased with the
level of education. It also found that people who did not attend school and
those who had attained primary level of education were the least intolerant.
The tolerance level increased as one joined college and went up further after
completion of tertiary education. These findings thus pointed to the need to
examine how education curriculums and the general learning environments
could be used to promote national cohesion and integration.
Contrary to popular belief, the study established that political diversity was not the
biggest threat to cohesion and integration in Kenya, but intolerance to differences in
political opinion. The research identified hate speech as the greatest manifestation
of ethnic intolerance, and it was more prevalent in rural than in urban areas. The
study showed the need to come up with strategies that promoted cultural exchange
and which demystified ethnic beliefs and stereotypes would have a deeper impact
towards minimising hate speech. The research also identified religion as the biggest
unifying factor in Kenya, as it put emphasis on values and beliefs that promoted
unity. The study recommended use of Kiswahili language as an important strategy for
promoting ethnic cohesion and recommended that ethnic languages should not be
used in public establishments. The study further recommended that the media should
play a more positive role in promoting ethnic cohesion and national integration by not
providing coverage to those who propagated hate speech, and by giving preference to
programming that promoted national cohesion and ethnic tolerance.

4.

Kenya Ethnic and Race Relations Framework
Creating a framework for ethnic relations is an area that has never been
considered. The assumption has always been that ethnic and race relations
work in a natural way, and that a guideline to underpin these relationships is
not necessary. However, the post-election violence witnessed in 2008 created
a sense of urgency and led the country to re-examine various assumptions,
including how ethnic and race relations were handled. Following the regional
conversations across the country, the NCIC drafted the Kenya Ethnic and Race
Relations guidelines. The rationale for these guidelines was that a secular
multi-ethnic and multi-racial democracy needs a strategic framework aimed
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at promoting and ensuring integration, cohesion and peaceful coexistence
amongst all communities.
The underlying principle of these guidelines emphasises on ethnic and racial inclusion,
which ensures that people from all ethnic and racial groups are represented in
employment, governance structures, planning, development initiatives, public
deliberations, democratic arrangements and national educational institutions. The
policy requires that national government, county governments, the private sector,
civil society, communities and individuals adhere to the constitutional demands for
ethnic and racial inclusion. The guidelines document provides a strategic guidance
for achieving the vision of positive ethnic and race relations towards building a more
socially cohesive, politically stable and economically prosperous Kenya.
5.

Internal Displacement and Cohesion Building in Kenya
The NCIC conducted a study that looked at the dynamics surrounding internally
displaced Persons (IDPs) living in camps and whether the life dynamics they
were exposed to promoted cohesion and integration or they were detrimental
to national cohesion. The research found out that internal displacement was not
a new phenomenon in the country, and that it dated back to the pre-colonial
period. It also found out that internal displacement was due to many factors,
including diseases, ethnic wars, colonial conquest, environmental disasters and
more critical, politically instigated threats and violence.
At the centre of the displacement and the resettlement of IDPs, were the accusations of
nepotism, corruption and tribalism, which could have undermined national cohesion
and integration. One of the key findings of the study was that the key players took
too long to exhaustively address the IDPs challenge, further complicating national
cohesion efforts, especially when political campaigns use the situation to hit out at
opponents or to deliver promises. The study recommended speedy resettlement of IDPs
and the development of a National IDP Policy.

6.

Unveiling the Endemic Conflicts in the Suguta Valley Triangle
The Suguta Valley Triangle hosts Turkana, West Pokot, Baringo, Samburu and
Laikipia counties, whose inhabitants are largely pastoralists. The proliferation of
small arms and commercialisation of cattle rustling has seen the region witness
violent conflicts that have led to loss of human lives and thousands of livestock
stolen. The cycle of attacks and complicity of government officials and politicians
was the focus of the 2013 NCIC study, which looked at the causes of conflicts
and gave recommendations on how they could be resolved. In addition, the
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study sought to critically analyse and
offer suggestions for strengthening
established peace initiatives so as to
enhance cohesion and integration.
The analysis found out that
grassroots peace committees, though
instrumental in peace building efforts,
have not sufficiently reduced tensions or
improved inter-community relations. The
analysis also found out that the traditional
systems of dispute resolution have not
been supported by the government
with the necessary resources to help the
protagonists to engage each other more
productively. The findings provided an
important basis for change in the approach
to conflict resolution in the region.

7.

National Stakeholder Mapping
The NCIC sought to establish key peace building and cohesion stake holders
through a mapping exercise across the 47 counties. The main aim was to
establish an effective network of key peace and cohesion building agents across
the country in order to build synergies and maximise on efforts and resources,
and to provide representation and presence for NCIC in all counties.
The exercise identified various categories of stake holders including International NGOs,
National NGOs, CBOs, the private sector, religious organisations, public sector and
state organs such as Peace Committees and District Security Committees. This enabled
NCIC to actively partner with the most important stakeholders towards achieving its
mandate.
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6
CHAPTER SIX

Operationalisation of Laws, Policies, and Practices
That Counter Ethnic, Racial and Religious Tensions
One of the key mandates of the NCIC has been to institutionalise, ensure compliance
and create mechanism for complaints and for relevant action for crimes on hate speech
and discrimination along ethnic, religious and racial grounds. Although the Commission
does not have prosecutorial powers under the NCI Act, the Commission has been
instrumental in investigating cases and complaints that fall under its mandate and handing
over these cases to the office of the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). The NCIC has
therefore worked hard to remove administrative and legal impediments by analysing
laws and policies to ensure full realisation of rights by all Kenyans, and encouraging the
ratification and implementation of international human rights conventions.
The Commission has been supportive towards the development of integrated broadbased and multi-ethnic dispute resolution platform. It has done this by supporting the
creation of dispute resolution committees that are able to not only mitigate against
the occurrence of conflicts, but to also resolve them at local levels when they occur.
Through these activities, the NCIC has created a channel through which Kenyans can
seek redress on issues that border on personal freedoms, human rights, discrimination
and inclusion as enshrined in the constitution.

Key Activities and Outputs
1.

Handling and Processing of Complaints
Before the establishment of the NCIC, no institution had the specific mandate or
the capacity to receive complaints on ethnic, religious or racial discrimination.
The NCIC has since developed an elaborate complaint handling procedure to
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redress inequality, exclusion and intolerance. The Commission has established
a Complaints, Legal and Enforcement Department to undertake the task. The
department has two key mandates: to investigate cases that are of relevance to
NCIC and to advise the government on legal matters concerning hate speech
and discrimination on the basis of ethnicity, race, religion or social status.
As at June 2013, the Commission had received and investigated 680 complaints on a
variety of issues including ethnic, racial and religious discrimination and hate speech.
Out of these, 30 cases were sent to the DPP to consider prosecution, while 20 others
were referred for conciliation. The Commission issued cessation notices on 50 others.
Cessation notices are issued to persons who might be engaged in activities likely to
promote ethnic, religious or racial animosity, but there is no sufficient evidence to
prosecute them. In such cases, the Commission works with the mentioned offenders
to address the complaints and to assist them to comply with the relevant provisions of
the NCI Act and the constitution. As a result and for the first time, a number of political
leaders, including ministers, issued public apologies over their divisive remarks.
Complaints that fell outside the mandate of the NCIC were referred to the relevant
government agencies and departments for necessary action.
2.

Building Investigation and Prosecution Capacities of the Kenya
Police
The NCIC recognises the police force as a key partner in building and sustaining
harmonious co-existence and inter-community tolerance. Building the capacity
of the police force to understand, to internalise and to competently handle issues
around cohesion and integration has been a prime focus for the Commission
in order to address inherent weaknesses in enforcing the law and prosecuting
perpetrators. In this regard, the Commission conducted several police trainings
whose main objective was to equip them with deeper knowledge of what
constitutes offences of discrimination and hate speech, and other offences under
the NCI Act. The police were also trained on how to identify crime, conduct
investigations, preserve evidence and how to prepare case files for prosecution.
The programme had by June 2013 trained about 2,000 police officers drawn from
the regular, administration and criminal investigation arms of the National Police
Service. This collaboration has seen a well-informed and equipped police service
with enhanced capacity, awareness and knowledge on how to identify and curb hate
speech and other related offences. The training of police officers further enhanced the
efficiency and capacity of the NCIC to monitor and prosecute hate speech offenders.
The trainings contributed to the arrest and prosecution of leaders involved in hate
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speech. This was the first time in the country’s political history that individuals were
summoned or arrested for perpetrating hate speech.
3.

Training of Police and Civilian Cohesion Monitors
NCIC further trained 290 police officers to specifically work hand-in-hand with
the 116 cohesion monitors it had trained. The two groups were jointly mandated
by the Commission to identify and take action on hate speech and other issues
that could threaten cohesion and integration. The monitors also had a major
deterrence effect with politicians being careful with their utterances once they
realized they were being monitored.

Training of senior police officers on hate speech enforcement, November 2012

The presence police officers and cohesion monitors in all the 47 counties had a major
deterrent effect on utterances of inflammatory statements with politicians becoming
careful with their utterances once they realised they were being monitored. This
resulted in a drastic reduction of hate speech in political rallies. During the 2013
General Elections, cases of reported incitement and hate speech dropped from 1,800 as
indicated in the Waki report after the 2007 post-election violence to 80 in 2013.
4.

Monitoring hate speech in the public, social media and mobile
phones.
Before 2009, hate speech had almost become a way of life in Kenya. Even
though it was in the penal code as well as covered by the Code of the Media
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Council of Kenya, no deliberate actions were taken to curb it and as such it
was cited as one of the main causes of election violence in 2007/8. In order
to address this challenge, the NCIC equipped police officers with necessary
investigative skills to enable them handle hate speech cases under the NCI Act.
The team was further provided with and trained on using recording equipment
for hate speech monitoring. NCIC also operationalized a Short Message
Service (SMS) number 15666 on February 2013, as a platform for the public
to channel and sharing information in order to minimize hate speech. Reports
of inflammatory and incitement messages received were directed to relevant
authorities to enhance security in the specific areas reported.
The Commission also partnered with Communication Commission of Kenya
(CCK) and mobile phone service providers to monitor hate speech and
incitements on social media and mobile phones ahead of the 2013 General
Election. The Commission developed guidelines that were used to interrogate
bulk political SMS to ensure they complied with the law, were not offensive
and were not meant to cause ethnic, racial or religious animosity. The team
also focused on FM stations and blogs mostly used to spread tribal hatred. The
cyber-crime monitoring section identified various open source sites which were
propagating hate speech. The administrators and some of these sites subscribers
were put under notice for investigation. NCIC is pursuing a number of bloggers
over hate speech, and several other cases are under investigation.
The Commission has continued to monitor hate
speech and incendiary statements especially prior
to, during and after the General Elections. As a
result hate speech and incendiary issues have been
addressed at the county and national levels due
to the increased awareness of the police officers
on hate speech. A number of leaders have been
arraigned in court over hate speed charges while
others are under investigation on hate speech
forwarded by various institutions.
5.

Integrated Public Complaints Referral Mechanism (IPCRM)
NCIC went around the challenge of not having regional offices by partnering
with organisations with similar goals and missions to create effective systems
of service delivery. One such partnership is the Integrated Public Complaints
Referral Mechanism (IPCRM), whose slogan is “Sema-Piga Ripoti.” IPCRM is
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an e-based system that enables members of the public to lodge complaints
on discrimination, hate speech, corruption, administrative injustice and human
rights violations. Apart from the NCIC, other IPCRM partners are the Ethics and
Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC), Kenya National Commission on Human
Rights (KNCHR), Commission on Administrative Justice (Ombudsman), National
Anti-Corruption Campaign Steering Committee (NACCSC) and Transparency
International Kenya Chapter (TI-Kenya).

Integrated Public Complaints Referral Mechanism (IPCRM) brochure indicating the
contacts of the IPCRM partners.

As a result of the IPCRM initiative, members of the public were able to easily pass useful
information to the NCIC office in Nairobi without having to travel all the way to Nairobi
to make reports.
6.

Infusing Cohesion and Integration Principles in Draft Bills
NCIC has been working with the legislators to infuse cohesion and integration
principles in new bills and policies. The Commission has directly and/or
indirectly participated in various task forces namely: The Task Force on the
Policy, Legislation and Institutional Framework for the National Values System
for Kenya, the Task Force on Devolved Government, the Task Force on the
Re-Alignment of Education Sector to the Constitution and the Task Force on
Citizenship and Related Provisions of the Constitution.
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7
CHAPTER SEVEN

Views from Development Partners
A key achievement of the NCIC has been the building of broad-based
partnerships, particularly with key development partners and the donor
community. These partnerships have helped to broaden and deepen the technical
and capital capacity of the Commission to undertake its mandate. Among the
development partners who have offered invaluable support to the Commission
include the UNDP, GIZ, DFID and the Swedish and Norway Embassies. These
partners have been supportive of the NCIC since its inception, by providing
essential programme and structural support that has enabled the Commission to
achieve its mandate and objectives as set out in the strategic plan.
A key benefit from the engagement with donors and external partners is
the enrichment of the NCIC programmes and the acquisition of knowledge
by its staff and commissioners. The exposure trips, trainings and workshops
have brought in diverse experiences from outside the world, including South
Africa, Rwanda, and Yugoslavia, on how to bring an understanding between
historically warring communities. These engagements have been important in
building a firm and strong foundation for embarking on the pursuit of national
cohesion and integration.
The development partners and the donor community are in agreement that the
Commission has been able to take on the monster of ethnicity, nepotism and
inequity head on. From their views, it is evident that the NCIC has made a bold
and courageous move that has created huge public awareness, bringing to the
public fore, the intricate issues about cohesion and integration.
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Dr. Roba Sharamo, the UNDP team leader, peace building and prevention
unit, made the following remarks on his assessment of the Commission: “The
leadership of NCIC has been very bold in tackling issues. Most of their interventions
were conducted outside the public limelight, which is sometimes important to build
confidence, especially in conflict resolution. We know that the Commission has been
very instrumental in peace building and conflict resolution. They have summoned
leaders, some in very high positions in government and engaged them personally on
hate speech and other issues detrimental to peace. The Commission has had a quiet
but effective conflict preventive programme. In some conflict hit areas, NCIC has
always been the first on the ground, mobilizing leaders, building trust and confidence
and engaging communities on peace missions.”
One important score card for the NCIC, according to its development partners, is
that it has broadened discussion on hate speech, social and economic inclusion
and ethnicity in a way that has never been seen before in the country. Dr. Heidy
Rombouts, GIZ Project Leader, Promotion of Social Justice, Reconciliation and
National Cohesion, sees one of the key achievements of NCIC as the broadening
of the social dialogue by addressing issues of hate speech and those of socioeconomic and political exclusion. Dr. Rambouts, whose organisation has been
involved in key programmes with the NCIC, including the initial set-up, training,
staff induction and funding programmes for engagements with the media and
the police among other sectors, sees the “stick and carrot” approach adopted
by the NCIC as important in winning the publics’ confidence and rallying the
public to support its goals and objectives.
Dr. Rambouts argues robustly on the need for the NCIC to use the publicity
and debate around hate speech as an entry point to broaden discussions on
the wide range of areas in cohesion and integration. She asserts: “We know
that NCIC has been nicknamed ‘the hate speech Commission’. They should look at this
labelling positively and embrace it to broaden debate and discussions… Cohesion and
integration are complex, and issues like hate speech can help to open up the publics
understanding and sensitivity.”
That NCIC has had an impact is not in doubt. The jury on whether that impact
has been sufficient to change the country’s course is still out there, but according
to the development partners, the country’s quest for cohesion and integration is
a journey rather than a destination. According to Dr. Heidy Rombouts, “NCIC has
relevance today and tomorrow, but it has to continuously demonstrate its relevance.
The issues that NCIC is dealing with are still relevant and pertinent to national building
in Kenya... Hopefully, NCIC will continue showing courage and leadership in dealing
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with challenges and engaging in tough debates. It has to be courageous to continue
putting things on the table because there are people who will always want to shove off
these issues under the table…”
Ms. Josephine Mwangi of the Swedish Embassy, who has worked closely with
the NCIC over the years, is particularly impressed with the ethnic audits of the
civil service that sparked a huge public storm and an intense debate on issues of
inclusion, particularly of minority communities in public service. On this matter,
she observed that: “The Ethnic Audit was big and it really changed perceptions. It was
trend setting given that no institution has ever tried to address such an issue so boldly…
The country has no past or history to look at on issues of cohesion and integration and
NCIC has a chance to be as bold as possible and as innovative as possible in addressing
the challenges.”
A government set-up body, taking on a thorny issue like the ethnic composition
of the public service, a historically sensitive and difficult issue, is one of the
major score-points for NCIC, with donor partners seeing that courage and
passion as key to NCIC success in future. In this regard, Ms. Josephine Mwangi
noted: “Passion for their work and the commitment shown by the commissioners and
the staff is an important asset for this Commission. It is the thread line that connects
all the dots. When things are tough or so hard, passion is what keeps this Commission
together, despite adversary.”
Ms. Martha Mathenge, a programme officer, Peace Building and Conflict
Prevention Unit at UNDP is of the opinion that the issue of regional balance can
no longer be taken for granted and sees NCIC ethnic audits for the civil service,
public universities and parastatals as critical in creating public awareness on the
merit of respecting the tenets of inclusion and regional balance. Ms. Mathenge,
observes that: “Today, everybody is so conscious about what should be the face of
Kenya. Most institutions, even the private ones, have become more conscious of ethnic
and regional balance and the need to be as inclusive as possible.”
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8
CHAPTER EIGHT

Challenges, Lessons Learnt and Way Forward
The six-year journey that the NCIC has taken so far has exposed it to diverse
experiences that may have not been planned or even anticipated, but which have
been marked as important learning points for the Commission as it continues
to pursue its mandate. These experiences have been recorded and categorised
as challenges, lessons, and way forward. They are useful in informing the
Commission’s next steps.

Key Challenges
For the effective and efficient delivery of services and the achievement of its
mandate, the Commission requires a conducive working and operational
environment. Key challenges at bedeviling the Commission are as follow:
1.

Absence of Field / Regional Offices
The Commission currently executes its mandate from its headquarters in
Nairobi. It reaches the grassroots level through the various stakeholders with
quasi structures at the districts and county levels. Lack of representational by
the Commission at the regional levels in the entire country and more especially
in the areas that are potentially or prone to conflict hinders effective promotion
of cohesion and integration. This challenge is due to a number of constraints
including limited staff, lack of adequate funds and material resources. With the
advent of a new governance structure established by the current Constitution,
public institutions are destined to deploy their staff to county governments. It
is imperative therefore that the Commission should equally recruit and deploy
officers to the regional levels to manage the national cohesion and integration
mandate in the said jurisdictions.
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2.

Lack of optimal funding
Almost all the cohesion programmes and activities undertaken by the Commission
embrace a direct approach strategy. This strategy requires the full and direct
participation of individuals and communities as it offers better results in terms
of outcomes and impact. However, the approach is often expensive. As a result
of a multiplicity of these programmes, the Commission has faced huge financial
constraints in their implementation and has most of the times been forced to
only role its programmes in certain areas. This has limited the efforts of the
Commission to carry-out programmes at a nationwide level as mandated.

3.

Inadequate legal and policy environment
This has hampered leadership from NCIC and delayed streamlining of the NCI
Act in most public and private sectors to reflect the spirit found in the Constitution
of Kenya with respect to Bill of Rights, devolved governance and national
values. These three areas are crucial to the actualization of the objectives of the
Commission as the national and counties’ public institution have the mandate to
ensure that bill of rights is realized through provision of relevant services nondiscriminatorily.

4.

Narrow understanding of the Commission’s Mandate
The general public have limited understanding of the Commission’s mandate
as can be seen from large number of complaints filed with the Commission that
does not fall within its statutory mandate. The majority of members of the public
sees prosecution as the only recourse for justice and ignoring the Commissions’
larger mandate of conciliation. Many Kenyans also do not understand that the
Commission has no prosecutorial power and that those powers rest with the DPP.
Efforts by the Commission to rectify this have been hampered by limited reach
of the Commission, owing to limited resources for sustained civic education and
publicity. The Commission has suffered from a selective branding perception of
only one of its function, resulting to it being given the “hate speech” label.

5.

Limited referral mechanisms for Commission’s recommendations:
The object and purpose for which the Commission is established is to
facilitate and promote equality of opportunity, good relations, harmony and
peaceful co-existence between persons of the different ethnic and racial
communities of Kenya, and to advise the Government on all aspects thereof.
The Commission has undertaken several researches, conducted a number of
audits and issued numerous advisories. Apart from engaging in processes
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that assured implementation of decisions that discouraged discrimination and
marginalization to build citizen goodwill, the NCIC has suffered from the
absence of a comprehensive referral mechanisms that would have allowed
easier handing of over issues that are not covered by the mandate of NCI act
but in the same measure have powers to monitor the referral processes to its
successful conclusion. This will ensure that issues uncovered by the Commission
and their subsequent recommendation and advice are implemented to the latter;
and the necessary feedback is relayed back to the Commission.
6.

Hate speech in the social media
The media plays a crucial role in shaping conceptions of reality hence contribute
in one way or another to the achievement of harmony and peaceful co-existence
and/or lack of it. Kenyans have increasingly engaged in social media. The
Commission has noted numerous instances where blogging has been used
negatively with the intention to create or incite feeling of contempt, hatred and
hostility on the basis of ethnicity and race, which are likely to undermine the
peaceful co-existence among communities in Kenya. The propagation of hate
speech more so in social media which crosses borders and brings into play
different and at times conflicting regulatory provisions poses a real challenge to
enforcers of hate speech laws.

7.

Deeply entrenched Negative Ethnicity
Cultural attitudes and socialization of the Kenyan society have changed little
in the post-independence period. Kenyans still maintain deep-rooted loyalties
to their ethnic identities and this still influences economic, social and political
organization and expression. This has led to ethnicization of politics and
employment, and associated negative sentiments. The current ethnic tensions
and conflicts in Kenya are the fodder for future violent conflicts and without
study in, understanding and addressing the root causes of the conflicts there is
every possibility that violent ethnic conflict may recur on a larger and deadlier
scale.

8.

Absence of a Common National Identity and Emergency of New
Identities.
National identity is a person’s sense of belonging to one’s state or nation. It is
a feeling that one shares with a group of people regardless of their citizenship
status. This sense of belonging plays a very critical role in uniting fellow country
men and women while at the same time appreciating diversity. The positive
expression of one’s national identity is patriotism which fosters national unity.
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As a country, Kenya lacks a common nation identity. In addition to lack of a
national identity, the country still faces a challenge of what can be referred to
as emerging identities based on different situations and circumstances. These
emerging identities may have a negative effect on nation unity especially in
situations where some of them are based on outlawed or illegal sects and
groupings.
9.

Prosecution of Hate speech Offences
Investigations into the offences of hate speech and other violations under the
NCIC mandate are new in criminal law. Further persons who are likely to be
offenders are politicians, who are influential in society. Once they know that
they are being investigated, they intimidate probable witnesses and politicise
the cases, blaming rivals for instigating the investigations. Unwillingness of
witnesses to volunteer and testify on hate speech crimes due to intimidation and
fear of harm from mentioned political leaders, who command great influence
weakens the prosecution of Hate speech offences.

Key Lessons Learnt
1.

A multi-disciplinary and multi-sectoral approach to advocacy programmes that
hinge on building broader partnerships, work better and stand a bigger chance
of success when dealing with issues of peace, cohesion and integration.

2.

It is important for Kenyans to personalise and own issues of cohesion and
integration by upholding virtues that promote cohesion and taking personal
initiatives to encourage respect for diversity and peaceful co-existence. To
achieve sustainable harmony, Kenyans need to own the peace building process
and need to be the key drivers on peace, harmony and integration.

3.

NCIC’s seminal work in auditing the ethnic diversity of the Kenya public
service presented the clearest picture so far of the exclusion of marginalised
groups, which fuels suspicion and mistrust. It is instructive that many government
departments adopted the Commission’s recommendations and have been
taking steps to address past wrongs.

4.

The audits generated important debate and introspection, which the Commission
decided to deepen, and expand. In each County, the Diversity Conversations
on Ethnicity and Race have not only profiled ethnic stereotypes and myths,
but also aroused interests about the things that hold Kenyans together. It is
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hoped that these diversity conversations can generate a deeper awareness
of the sense of ‘we-ness’ among Kenyans. Clearly, honesty grounded on facts
in the discussion of thorny issues is a formidable first step towards generating
solutions. Before the audits were done, many public institutions were not aware
of the constitutional requirement for inclusion and representation in the public
service. There is still the need to progressively work with public institutions
to readdress the gender, minorities, regional and ethnic imbalances to meet
constitutional requirements.
5.

Peace Accords can help sustain peaceful co-existence among different
communities if they are properly grounded and highly participatory. Traditional
mediation, as a mechanism for conflict resolution cannot be ignored, since it
is effective in dealing with interpersonal or inter-community conflicts. Elders
in the communities of Kenya need to be facilitated and supported to actively
engage in mediation talks. An involvement of a trusted and external mediator is
important in this regard to guide the process and help build confidence.

6.

The involvement of women and youths as outreach agents brings about the
impact of creating awareness in areas that matter the most towards peace
building and diffusion of tensions. Educating the youth and using their energy
to reach out to peers is important, given that this group has often used to
perpetrate violence. A deep understanding of the values of peace and cohesion
among this group has a far-reaching result. As key victims of violence and
discrimination, women demonstrate intense passion in work towards building
peace and cohesion, and are therefore a powerful segment to draw inspiration
and socio-cultural lessons from.

Way Forward
1.

Establishment of Field / County Offices
The Commission currently executes its mandate from its headquarters in Nairobi.
However, lack of representation of the Commission at the regional levels in the
entire country and more especially in the areas that are potentially or prone
to conflict hinders effective promotion of cohesion and integration. The new
constitutional dispensation requires the public Institutions to devolve its functions
to county levels. In this regard, it is imperative that the Commission should
devolve its functions in the county jurisdictions. Therefore, there is need for
the Commission to be restructured and devolved to the regional level in order
to effectively and efficiently fast-track its mandate. With the restructuring and
devolution of its functions, the Commission can effectively execute its mandate
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throughout the country by coordinating and impacting the same at lower levels.
2.

Increased funding to the Commission
To enable the Commission to successfully develop effective strategies for
enhancing ethnic relations and national cohesion, and implementation of
peace, national cohesion and reconciliation programmes; there is need
to avail adequate funds. More funding to the Commission would allow it
to fully undertake its programmes on a national and county level scale with
no constraints. With increased financial allocation in the relevant areas of
budgeting it would be possible to deal with the issues of technical trainings,
technological advancement, communication and devolving to counties.
The Commission requires sufficient human, material and financial resources
to enable it carry out its mandate. The availability of adequate funds is
intricately connected to the Commission’s ability to effectively mitigate the
possible outbreak of violence as well as support the programmatic work of the
Commission. The Commission requires the adequate continued support of funds
to have a financially stable and fully capacitated Secretariat and support its
activities.

3.

Establishment of adequate legal and policy operational
environment
i. The National Cohesion and Integration Commission was established as
a response to post-election violence in 2008. Since then the country has
undergone numerous changes in legislation especially with the promulgation
of the Constitution of Kenya, 2010. There is need therefore to review the
NCI Act and allign it with the Constitution. For the NCI Act to be a more
effective tool for promoting national cohesion and integration; there are a
number of issues that needs to be addressed. These include: (i) the need
to review the Act to recognise and/or encompass other actors/institutions
in national cohesion and integration processes, so as to maximise on
synergies; (ii) the need to review, re-align or rationalise institutions that
are likely to overlap in their mandates to avoid duplication of effort; (iii)
need to extend the physical presence of the institutions to local levels for
effective monitoring system; and (iv) the need to update the Act based on
the provisions of the Constitution.
ii. The Commission in conjunction with then Ministry of Justice, National
Cohesion and Constitutional Affairs developed the National Cohesion
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and Integration (NCI) Policy. The development of this policy was aimed at
mainstreaming national Cohesion and integration in relevant government
ministries, department and agencies. The policy was expected to enhance
the consistency and efficiency with which the government and other
stakeholders design and implement appropriate interventions aimed at
promoting national cohesion and integration. Having been aproved by
Cabinet, there is need for this policy to be adoupted by Parliament as a
sessional paper and its contents be fully implemented.
iii. There is need to establish a comprehensive referral mechanism that
would allow easy handing over of issues that are not covered by the
mandate of NCI Act to other institutions and put in place measures to
monitor the referral processes to its successful conclusion. This will ensure
that the recommendations and advisories issued by the Commission are
implemented to the latter; and the necessary feedback is relayed back to
the Commission.
4.

Rebranding the National Cohesion and Integration Commission
Though the Commission has engaged in programs and activities in the promotion
of its mandate since inception, the lack of a brand has caused the general public
to selectively perceive the commission as a “hate speech commission”, ignoring
other major tasks the Commission has been engaged in. The Commission
therefore require all the necessary publicity and visibility as it undertakes its
mandate. Such publicity will enable the members of the public to be able to
appreciate the work of the commission and what the Commission stands for.
Through rebranding, the Commission will be able to inject into the public a
fresh perception on its mandate.
With the increasing number of Commissions in the country and the inevitability
of overlapping mandates, there is need to profile the Commission to an extent
that the public can be able to distinguish NCIC from the other commissions. In
addition, the Commission has over the days increased its visibility in the country
but lacks a signature in the republic due to the numerous messages passed.
There is need therefore for the Commission to have a brand that stands out and
project its object and mandate. The rebranding should enable members of the
public to vividly conceptualize the Commission to mind when mentioned. The
rebranding of the Commission will make it easier to refresh its ideas, attitudes
and values and increases the recognition among its target audience.
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5.

Engaging in intense Capacity Building and Civic Education on
National Cohesion and Integration at both the national and county
level
i. The NCIC seeks to mainstream national cohesion and integration in all the
country’s development policies and strategies through capacity building to
both the national and county government institutions - such as the Executive,
Judiciary and Legislature - for enhancing peaceful coexistance in the
counties. The role of leadership, and particularly transformative leadership,
will be indispensable in enhancing national cohesion within the national
and devolved system of governance.
ii. There is need to establish effective national conflict prevention, management
and reconciliation mechanisms. The NCIC, in collaboration with other
stakeholders, needs to strengthen reconciliation initiatives by strengthening
the peace and cohesion committees at County and Sub county levels;
Create conflict monitoring systems; and strengthen the Alternative Dispute
Resolution (ADR) mechanisms and practices, such as use of the institution
of community elders to augment conflict management processes; The
Commission intends to instill conflict management and reconciliation ethos
among citizens; and conduct peace education with groups of influential
opinion shapers in conflict environments, aimed at discouraging the use of
force in solving disputes.
iii. There is need for the promotion of national identity and nationhood by
the Commission. This is because Kenya’s rich diversity, to a large extent,
has not been effectively managed to foster peace, national cohesion and
integration. In order to promote identities that foster peaceful coexistence
and a sense of common belonging in the county, the NCIC will stimulate
conversation and discussion on what constitutes County and National
Identities; Identify common values that are upheld across counties which
promote peace and unity both at the county and national level; and
sensitise all stakeholders (including individuals, teachers, religious leaders,
the media) on the importance of national values; The Commission intends to
Identify and use role models in promoting peace and /or national cohesion;
recognise, reward and memorialise cohesion champions to foster peace
and unity both at the county and national level; and develop and implement
a rewards system for espousal of national cohesion and intergration at
various levels of society.
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Profiles

Profiles of Ncic First Commissioners

D

Commissioner
Dr. Mzalendo N. Kibunjia,
PhD, EBS

r. Mzalendo N. Kibunjia is the Chairperson
of the National Cohesion and Integration
Commission in Kenya. He holds a PhD and MA
in Anthropology from Rutgers, The State University, New Jersey USA and a BA in Archaeology
& History from the University of Nairobi. He is a
member of the Institute of Directors (IOD) Kenya,
Board Member Tana and Athi River Development Authority (TARDA), Kenya Representative
to UNESCO Convention on the Protection and
Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions,
Chairperson and member of International Council
of Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) Kenya. Dr.
Kibunjia was the Director, Sites & Monuments
at the National Museums of Kenya and Team
Leader and Consultant of the New Nairobi Museum and Athletics Kenya Museums respectively.
He has rich experience in heritage, anthropology,
language and was an external examiner in Kenyatta University, University of Nairobi, University of
Dar es Salaam and Institute of African Studies. He
has carried out several researches and has made
various contributions in media production, publications, and presentations on various historical
and anthropology issues. He was awarded Elder
of Burning Spear in December 2010 for exemplary leadership.
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T

The late Commissioner
Mary Onyango

he late Mary Onyango was the Vice-Chairperson
of the National Cohesion and Integration
Commission in Kenya. She held a Bachelor of
Commerce (Accounting) degree from the University of
Nairobi, an MBA (Finance) from Maastricht University
in the Netherlands and a Masters in Public Health
from Kenyatta University. With a career spanning
over 25 years at Senior Management in the Public
Sector, including the Management Boards of several
private and Government owned institutions; The late
Onyango was member of the Institute of Certified
Public Accountants of Kenya. Ms. Onyango was also
extensively involved in public interest work; was a
founder member and Executive Director of the Kenya
Breast Health Programme and sat on the boards of
several charities and civil society organizations in
Kenya.

C

Commissioner
Dr. Ahmed Yassin, PhD

ommissioner Dr. Ahmed Yassin joined NCIC from
the National Museums of Kenya where he served
as a Director at the Research Institute of Swahili Studies
of Eastern Africa (RISSEA) as well as Director Human
Resources and Administration. Dr. Ahmed has been
the Chairman of the Muslims Education and Development Agenda Network (MEDAN), Board Member
Kenya Marine and Fisheries Institute (KEMFRI), and
Secretary, National Museums Education Trust (NMET).
Dr. Yassin holds a PhD from School of Oriental and
African Studies, University of London. His thesis was
on Conflict and Conflict Resolution among the Swahili
of Kenya. He has MA in Social Sciences/Development
Administration from University of Birmingham UK and
is a holder of Certified Public Secretaries (Kenya) Part
Two. He has attended numerous project management
courses.
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C

Commissioner
Milly Lwanga Odongo

ommissioner Milly Lwanga Odongo is a Kenyan
Lawyer with vast experience in International Human
Rights Law. She was a member of the Task Force on
Implementation of the Sexual Offences Act 2006, set up
by the Attorney General to offer guidance in ensuring
full implementation of the then new and progressive
legislation that aimed to address sexual based
gender violence. For thirteen years, Milly Lwanga
has been actively involved in the protection of human
rights, offering technical assistance to Civil Society
Organizations. She was involved in advocacy work
as a Strategist and Trainer and conducted research on
the status of implementation of the Sexual Offences Act.
She conducted an audit of the capacity of the Judiciary
to contribute to the development agenda, particularly
under Vision 2030. She also worked as a Program
Officer for Africa with the Raoul Wallenberg Institute of
Human Rights Sweden (RWI), as well as with UNHCR
before her appointment as a Commissioner.

C

Commissioner
Jane M. Kiano EBS.

ommissioner Jane M. Kiano was the Chairperson
of the National Council of Women of Kenya, the
Kenya Literature Bureau and Alliance Francaise, Kenya. She is also the Patron of the Maendeleo ya Wanawake Organization and Vice President of the Common Wealth League. She is also a Board member of
Family Health Foundation of Kenya. Commissioner Kiano was for many years the chairperson of Maendeleo
ya wanawake organisation. She has vast experience as
a teacher. She was awarded the Elder of the Burning
Spear in 1979 as an outstanding woman leader, and
the Golden Mercury International Award dubbed “Ad
Personam for Productive Development and International
Co-operation” in 1982 in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. Commissioner Kiano was recognized as Kenya Woman of
the Year, 1974. She has a passion for working with
disadvantaged members of society and is a strong believer of gender equality.
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C

ommissioner Fatuma Mohamed holds a Masters and
Bachelors degree in Gender and Development studies from University of Nairobi. Her career objective is to
contribute to a safer Kenya through the improvement of
governance structures that are gender sensitive.

Commissioner
Fatuma Mohamed

Commissioner Fatuma was the first National Vice Chairperson of the National Council of Women of Kenya and
the founder of Women Advancement Initiative, an NGO
that spearheads the empowerment of marginalised women in education, business and politics and eradication
of negative cultural practices in North Eastern Province.
Commissioner Fatuma was instrumental in resolving several conflicts in Garissa and the rest of North Eastern
Province as the Secretary of Garissa Women for Peace
Initiative. The organisation was set up by local women
in response to the gender consequences of community
conflicts. She is also a successful business woman and
banker.

C

ommissioner Alice Nderitu is a Transitional Justice
Fellow of the
International Justice and Reconciliation Institute. She
spearheads work on information, education and communication at the Commission.

Commissioner
Alice Nderitu

Prior to joining NCIC, Commissioner Nderitu was the
regional Director of Education of Fahamu, a UK registered charity with a head office in Oxford and a presence in South Africa, Brazil, Kenya and Senegal. She
headed a program that worked to build capacities by
developing and delivering training courses in human
rights and conflict prevention in collaboration with the
University of Oxford, The United Nations University
for Peace and the UN High Commissioner for Human
Rights. Commissioner Nderitu was also one of the pioneer staff at the Kenya National Commission on
Human Rights (KNCHR) as program head of Human
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Rights Education, where she led the drafting of the first
human rights education curriculum for public officers.
Ms. Nderitu has also worked with the Prisons Department as Senior Superintendent of Prisons working as the
personal assistant to the Commissioner of Prisons as well
as human rights liaison officer.
Commissioner Alice Nderitu Nderitu has mediated in
several community peace initiatives in Kenya, Zimbabwe
and Ethiopia. She also worked in a program that integrated militia groups into mainstream society in Rwanda,
and contributed to the review of education curriculums
in South Africa to accommodate race, ethnic and social
cohesion. She has trained doctors supporting health programs in Somalia, Military and Law Enforcement Peace
Keeping officers at the Rwanda Military Academy and
the International Peace Support training college in Kenya on human rights and conflict prevention.
Commissioner Alice Nderitu is a guest lecturer at the
University of Pretoria’s Centre for Human Rights. Most
recently, she has facilitated sessions at the John F. Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University on the
impact of Kenya’s Peace Accord on social cohesion. She
holds degrees in the fields of Political Science and Peace
and Conflict studies from the University of Nairobi, as
well as diplomas in human resource management, human rights, and public communication.
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C

Commissioner
Halakhe D. Waqo

ommissioner Halakhe D. Waqo is currently a Ph.D student in Conflict Studies at the University of Nairobi. He
holds a Master of Art in Sociology and Conflict studies and
B.Ed (Arts) degrees from University of Nairobi and Kenyatta University respectively. He has experience in international development and humanitarian work spanning over
20 years. He is an expert in peace building and conflict
management, community mobilization, policy advocacy,
pastoral development, fundraising human resource development and management. Com. Waqo served as a Global
Coordinator, World Initiative for Sustainable Pastoralism
(WISP/IUCN), International Conflict and Emergencies Advisor – Eastern Africa, with ActionAid International, Horn
of Africa Advisor for African Council for Religious Leaders,
and Programme Coordinator for Kenya and Rwanda Programmes with Oxfam GB, among others. He also served
as international representative of the Board of International
Council for Voluntary Agencies (ICVA) – Geneva, Switzerland and on boards of a number of local and regional
development organisations. He has undertaken a number
of private consultancies including facilitating training on
conflict sensitive programming for nongovernmental organizations responding to post election violence in Kenya
and conducted civic education training. He is an innovative, team builder and a manager who is able to relate and
create trust in all
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C

Commissioner
Rev. Lawrence K. Bomett

ommissioner Rev. Lawrence K. Bomett has a Master
of Divinity from Trinity Evangelical Divinity School –
Illinois USA, a Bachelor of Theology from Ontario Bible
College, Canada and a Diploma in Radio Programming
and Presenting from Radio Worldwide Training Unit,
UK. He is the Founder and Executive Director of Africans
Reaching Africa Ministry USA, UK and Africa. He was
ordained as a Pastor of the Protestant Church where
he has been serving since 1984, and served as the
Senior Chaplain/Lecturer of Egerton University from
1994 to 2004. He was nominated to the ‘Who is
Who’ in American Universities and Colleges because
of his participation and contribution to the welfare of the
Seminary.

M

Commission Secretary
Hassan Sheikh Mohamed,
OGW

r. Hassan Mohamed has been the Commission
Secretary since June 2010. He holds an MA in
Economic and Social Studies (Development Administration and Management) from University of Manchester
UK, Post Graduate Diploma in Public Administration and
Management from Glasgow Caledonian University, UK;
and Diploma in Range Management from Egerton University.
Mr. Hassan is a career Civil Servant who has served
in various Government Ministries culminating in his promotion to the rank of Senior Deputy Secretary. He was
awarded the Order of the Grand Warrior of Kenya in
2009 for Peace building efforts whilst serving as the Coordinator of the National Steering Committee for Peace
Building and Conflict Management in the Office of the
President. In addition to the aforementioned, Mr. Hassan
also received exposure in international peace while he
was on secondment as a Special Envoy of IGAD to the
Sudan Peace Process in 2009 - 2010. He has extensive
knowledge in Government Financial Management, having served as a Budget Supply Officer in the Ministry of
Finance in 1997 – 2006.
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EX-OFFICIAL

Ex-Officio Members
NCIC’s ex-officio members include the Chairperson, Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, the Chairperson of the National

Commission on Gender and Equality and the
Chairperson of Commission for the Administration of Justice.

M
Commissioner
Otiende Amollo

r. Otiende Amollo is the Chairperson of the Commission
on Administrative Justice(CAJ). He served in the Committee
of Experts on Constitutional Review and as the Chairman of
the Kenya Section of the International Commission of Jurists
(I.C.J.). He has also served as the Secretary to the East African
Law Society, joint Secretary to the Government of Kenya
Implementation Committee on the Report of the Task Force on
HIV and AIDS. He is the Sub-Editor to the East African Lawyer
magazine and a board member to ‘Kituo Cha Sheria’ a legal
advice center.

D
DR. SAMUEL K. TOROREI,
D.Phil-Human Eco; Msc.
HPF; B.Ed (Arts)

r. Samuel K. Tororei is the Ag. Chairman, Kenya National
Commission on Human Rights. Prior to his appointment as
a Commissioner to the KNCHR, he was a Lecturer at Moi University and the Lead Consultant with Empowerment Resources
Development Centre (ERDC). Dr. Tororei is a Human Ecologist
and a Health Economist with a D. Phil in Human Ecology (Moi
University), an Msc in Health Planning and Financing (London
School of Economics). He has long and wide experience and
expertise in disability and Non-Governmental work; University
teaching at all levels and played the role of policy negotiation
and dialogue in the Constitution of Kenya Review Process.

C
Commissioner
Winfred Lichuma

ommissioner Winfred Lichuma is the current Chairperson
of the National Gender and Equality Commission (NGEC).
Winfred is lawyer of over 20 years standing. Previously she has
served as a Commissioner at the Kenya National Commission
on Human Rights and has been a legal adviser to the National
Aids Control Council. She also has worked as a practising
Advocate of the High Court of Kenya.
ommissioner Winfred Lichuma began her career as a
Magistrate of the High Court of Kenya, a position she
held for ten years and served around the country, growing
up the ranks to Senior Resident Magistrate. Winfred has a
wide experience in gender mainstreaming and human rights
promotions and programming.
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Ncic’s Departmental Heads

Dr. Benjamin Kituku,
Director Finance and
Administration

Dr. Julius Jwan,
Director Programmes and
Technical Services

Mr. Kilian Nyambu,
Asst. Director - Civic Education
and Advocacy

Ms. Sellah King’oro,
Asst. Director -Research,
Policy and Planning

Mr. Guyo Liban,
Asst. Director -Reconciliation
and Integration
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Mr. Kyalo Mwengi,
Asst. Director - Legal Complaints and Enforcement
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